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to one system on one database for total consistency and reliability. Best of all,
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We fix it.
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attack it.
recapture it.
resolve it.
reconcile it.
automate it.
staff it.

As a leader in revenue and deduction
management outsourcing, Creditek delivers
immediate ROL Our services are a powerful
combination of cross industry best practices,
deep domain expertise and web - enabled
proprietary technology — in a shared
services center setting.
We help you:
• Improve profits, cash flow, working
capital and customer satisfaction
• Reduce process errors, customer
claims and operating costs
• Convert deduction processing from
a cost center to a profit contributor
• Free -up internal resources

You profit from it.
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24DoingBusinesswithanApplicationServiceProvider

o

BY RO B ERT D. B O Y L E, C M A, C P A
Most companies are familiar with application service providers that offer a shared, hosted software solution on a
transaction or subscription pricing basis. But before your company takes on such a service, you should carefully
evaluate the ASP and the contractual arrangement to reduce the risks and to ensure that you realize the potential
benefits as soon as possible.

29CashBalancePlans

By MILTON Z A L L

The pension field is changing as more companies switch defined benefit pension plans to cash balance plans.
Their decisions are based on the cash balance plan's predictability, portability, ease of administration, and user
friendliness to both employees and employers. Employers like them because of the possibility of reducing pension
costs, but older employees may lose anticipated added income. o

32AreYourProductsProfitable?

BY T I M A LLE N

ERP systems may make it difficult to analyze individual products, but senior finance executives have the responsibility to "weed their garden" of poor performers. What this entails is looking at stock - keeping units from a life cycle profitability and strategic viewpoint, not from a "silo" approach. o

38Broadband:NewSpeeds,NewRIskS BY

JACK M . CATHEY, C P A, AND CASPER E. WIGGINS , CP A

Increased broadband access by office employees who want to connect with office databases from their homes
increases the vulnerabilities of both the employee and the employer. Here's what you need to know to safeguard
your communications to prevent viruses and attacks like "packet switching" and "IP spoofing.' o
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Options BY NANCY THORLEY HILL AND
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KEVIN T. STEVENS

Dependent care assistance

Forty percent of the companies that gave stock
options in 1999 currently are out of the money,
according to a large financial services provider. This
fact is a disincentive for many employees, but if
managers educate their employees to understand
option models and that options are a long -term
reward then stock options could become an incentive again. o
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BY TOM COPELAND

Successfully answer 70% or more of the questions
based on selected articles from
this month's issue, and you
will earn three CPE credits.

In a global, fast - moving economy the CFO has a
new strategic role to guide the corporation in its
financial decisions. Whether it is monitoring the
expectations by the stock market and stockholders
or analyzing the bulk of capital spending that never
goes through a formal review, today's CFO has
moved beyond the accounting and finance textbooks to the real world. o
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Haywin Textiles makes comforters, bedspreads, and sheets. Not long ago, presumably after a night of
deep sleep, their CFO decided to replace their manual accounting system with Best Software's MAS 200.
Instantly, MAS 200 integrated the front office to the back office to shipping. Acting on a key
customer's request, Haywin used a powerful MAS 200 module to electronically interface with the
customer. Processing improved. Productivity went up. Which is what happens when someone gets a key
insight into their business. Another comforting reason why more CPAs recommend Best than any other
mid -range business management software. For all the details, visit www.bestsoftware.com /haywin
MAS 90 •

MAS 200 •
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Letter f rom the President*

Perspectives

*This month's Perspectives is by IMA Chair Frank Minter, who has been
a long -term member of the Financial Reporting Committee.

Before We W rite Off All the
Accountants . . . I by Frank Minter, CPA
With the bankruptcy of Enron Corporation, it appears that everyone wants to get
"into the act" of casting blame. There is plenty to go around, but I would caution
against a rush to identify scapegoats.
Most of us would agree that there were serious problems at Enron, some of
which could be classified as accounting and disclosure related. Most of us would
also agree that all parties exercised poor judgment. Beprofession can address them together.
yond that, we should take time to learn all of the facts
The question of whether audit firms should do conand then take reasoned, appropriate action both inside
sulting or internal auditing for their audit clients should
and outside the profession.
certainly be considered and decided. Many people today
Congress is conducting multiple hearings, playing to
believe that audit fees in some engagements have been esthe media. Many suggestions for corrective action are aptablished as "loss leaders" in order to attract the more
pearing in the media as well. No one argues that action
profitable consulting and systems design engagements.
will need to be taken —and promptly. What is argued is
There are other areas of responsibility to assign. Our
that we need to let the appropriate groups adentire capital market approach that focuses
dress these matters and arrive at a considered,
not just on the next quarter's earnings but on
rational approach.
how close the company comes to the analysts'
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
predictions for those same earnings is certain(FASB) should move expeditiously, utilizing its
ly a significant issue and could be viewed as
normal due process approach, to issue literapart of the problem. There must be a better
ture that will better address the accounting that
way to relieve the pressure to meet analysts'
surrounded the Enron situation. Those who
expectations. Independence is also an issue to
try to again raise the issue of stock option acanalyst firms and the companies they cover.
counting are doing a disservice to standard setFinally, we should be careful that innocent
FRANK MINTER
ting and the solution to the current problems.
professionals aren't hurt simply because of the
One of the best things that could be done now is to ask
company or firm with which they are associated. There
former officials such as the SEC chairman and chief acare thousands of audit partners and other professionals
countant to refrain from suggesting solutions. New SEC
in this country, who, day in and day out, perform compeChairman Harvey Pitt and his people should be allowed
tent and highly ethical services for their clients. It is abto direct the search for the best solutions.
solutely wrong to ruin long and distinguished careers of
This isn't to argue that changes should not be made.
individuals not associated with the present debacle simThey should be, but radical change is not needed. If
ply because of their current or former affiliation. ■
there are accounting problems, the FASB can address
them. If there are oversight problems, the SEC and the
Frank Minter can be contacted by e-mail at fcminter@imanet.org.
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M a r k L . Fr i g o a n d J o e l L i t m a n , E d i t o r s

Why Great Stocks Aren't Always Great Companies
...

and Why You Should Care

I

By Joel Litman and Glenn W . Welling

Whether you are a manager, an investor, or a research analyst, it's essential
that you be able to identify the differences between great - performing companies and poor - performing ones. This isn't as easy it is sounds because it's
high ly dep end ent on bo th the me tri cs u sed an d t he time f rame e val uat ed.
Nevertheless, this ability to differentiate between companies is critical in

z

order to choose better investments, to develop better
strategies, and to better execute on plans.
First, the yardstick. To measure profitability as it
relates to creating shareholder value, many people
would look to the "old faithful," earnings per share
(EPS). But because EPS is income - statement driven and
misses or misstates large portions of the balance sheet,
the business press has begun to actively warn against the
pitfalls of it and other traditional metrics.
For many reasons, we can't depend on EPS as a means
for screening for great corporate performance. So, some
people define a good company as one that has generated
high total shareholder returns (TSR), often accepted as
the ultimate de facto standard for corporate performance
evaluation. The truth is, we can't rely solely on stock price
changes either to define "great" corporate performance.

s

Z
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W hy we c a n ' t re ly o n TSR
A company's ability to create value for shareholders is
based on management's ability to continue to "raise the
bar" and beat the expectations imbedded in their stock
price. Yes, great companies do this year in and year out.
But many companies enjoy high TSR in discrete periods
STRATEGIC FINANCE
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of time simply because the market
has forecasted exceptionally favorable future performance in the company's stock.
The lofty forecasts could stem
from the company's ability to convince the market of an extremely
bright future. Or the market may
make its predictions without the
company's guidance. Either way, that
company has the ability to generate
tremendously high TSR without the
actual operating performance to justify it. Hence, great shareholder
returns based on changing forecasts
can accompany poor corporate performers over periods of several
years —and vice versa.

AMES Department Stores
(Delisted as AMES,
Relisted as AMESQ)
From 1996 to mid -2001, Ames
Department Stores enjoyed one of
the better stock price runs of the
market. The Northeast -based U.S.
retailer steadily rose out of bankruptcy, taking a $2 share price to a
fantastic $48 per share five years
later. Investors believed in the company's strategy and forecasted lofty
cash flow streams in the company's
future. Unfortunately, the company's
meteoric rise was followed in late
2001 by a return to bankruptcy—
with severe cash flow problems and
a flurry of layoffs and store closings.
What happened?
Investors' forecasts exceeded reality. In fact, during the five -year period, AMES's cash flow returns never
once exceeded its cost of capital, yet
the company continued to invest in
its value- destroying business at
remarkable annual growth rates.
Operating performance and shareholder performance were clearly
divergent for many years.
10
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Greatinvestments
aremadebybetter
understandingthe
factorsthatcreate
expectationsand
forecasts.

Abbott Labs (ABT)
This Midwest pharmaceutical company generates some of the highest
cash flows in any industry. Returns
and growth rates over the last 15
years have consistently exceeded corporate averages by hefty margins.
How has the stock performed?
Over the last 10 years, Abbott has
only generated average corporate
TSR, simply consistent with the S &P
500. So why has such a great company with superior returns been a marginal stock performer? A decade ago,
investors became so enamored with
Abbott's operating performance that
they collectively priced an expectation of continued superior performance into the stock price. This
meant that as Abbott continued to
deliver incredible operating performance, the company only met
expectations, and thus shareholder
returns generated only market levels.

Coca -Cola (KO)
Coca -Cola is another company that
became the victim of misguided
investor forecasts, which has led to its
recent abysmal stock performance
despite otherwise superior operating
performance. Since peaking around
$88 per share in July 1998,Coca Cola's share price is now floating
around $44 in early 2002.Overexuberant investors priced -in growth
and return forecasts in 1998 that were
all too lofty. As Coca -Cola disappointed on those too lofty expectations, the
stock took a tremendous hit.
Is Coca -Cola a poor operator? Not
by a long shot. The company's
returns are still the most envied in
any industry, and its cash flow performance is still incredibly high. So,
why the large drop in stock price?
Has the brand lost its value? Is the
company's distribution system losing

Z
Murray makes qukk
,
w/,ork of a Ilan /n.
Cognas, makes qpikk
wk of their finances.

Behind ma
cut lawn, y
Murray mower. But when this $800 - million
industry leader needed to better manage the
green inside their own company, they turned to
Cognos, the global leader in business intelligence.
With Cognos Finance, Murray has one integrated
application for budgeting, planning, consolidation,
forecasting, and reporting. They now save two
weeks every month in financial reporting time
alone. Time that can be spent analyzing the
numbers — not collecting them — so that they
really understand what's driving their business.
And can make fast, smart decisions. The result:
Murray's finances now run just as smoothly as

nos.

its power and prowess? Doubtful.
Coca -Cola is another example of a
great company that —due to misaligned prior expectations —has
been a poor investment for shareholders for the last three years.

W hat does this mean
to you?

limbers

For investors, the issues are obvious.
Professional investors live by what
many retail investors fail to understand: that great companies can be
terrible investments. Therefore, great
investments are made by better
understanding the factors that create
expectations and forecasts, of which
historical operating performance is
only one.
The goal of corporate management remains the maximization of

CMA /CFM REVIEW

shareholder value, but that doesn't
guarantee premium shareholder
returns. As you can see, merely
meeting the market's expectations
can be a significant problem. The
only way to increase share price
value on a sustainable basis is to
continually beat the performance
forecasts implicit in stock price.
Many companies have incorporated stock price performance into
their executive compensation
schemes. Be wary if you work for
one of these companies. The use of
stock that is priced with low performance forecasts can lead to huge
windfalls for management that may
or may not be justified. On the other
hand, heavy use of stock as a motivator when the price is based on
excessive investor forecasts may provide only average compensation to
otherwise superstar managers —an
issue that can prompt world -class
management personnel to move to
other companies.
Compensation is just one of the
management processes affected by
market expectations. Investor relations, budgeting, forecasting, and
target setting can each be improved
by actively acknowledging the potential diversion between stock performance and operating performance.

Business strategy
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During the Internet bubble, companies with great stock performance
and otherwise poor strategy and
operations were being examined,
studied, and written about in a
number of publications for their
new and innovative business models. Many, if not most, of these companies' strategies were only "proven"
by an incredible stock price climb,
not sound economic models. A

number of organizations rushed out
to pursue flawed business models,
using new companies with great
stock prices as their benchmark. But
as the bubble burst, the flaws in the
business models became obvious.
Great companies not only have
soaring stock prices but are also
built with sustainable business models that can be reflected in operating
performance.
Management can benefit by
following the practices of great performing companies and avoiding the mistakes of poor performers. Yet, how flawed will the business strategy models be if the sample of good and bad performers is
skewed? If we resolve ourselves to a
solid and proven methodology for
screening "good" from "bad, we
can create an exceptional framework for evaluating, designing, and
developing strategy. That can help
drive an organization's profitability,
growth, and the long -term maximization of shareholder returns. ■
Joel Litman is a principal with DiamondCluster International, a global
business strategy and technology consulting firm, where he assists clients in
designing, developing, and evaluating
business strategies that will lead to
maximized long -term financial performance, Return Driven Strategy.
You can reach him at
ioel.litman @diamondcluster. com.
Glenn W. Welling is a partner at
HOLT Value Associates, a global
financial consulting and research firm
focused on helping senior executives
link corporate decisions to stock price.
He also is the managing director of
HOLT's Corporate and Alliance Services business. Glenn can be reached
at gmilin,g@holtvalue.com.

Bob Gunn, Editor

Best Practices

On Becoming a Leader
BECOMING A LEADER INVOLVES A JOURNEY

tance do little to stem your apprehension and uncertainty.

that can be a mystery even to those undertaking it. You
do a good job, make a solid contribution, and win promotions. With continued success comes steady progress
up the organizational chart and growing responsibility.

For better or worse, my approach to these transitions

My own experience, which seems pretty common, was
that each promotion came sans an instruction manual,
textbook, or rules of engagement. While my superiors

was to bluff my way through by reverting to behaviors
that had worked for me before — actions that inevitably
resulted in needless personal heartache and uncalled for
harshness in my dealings with other people.
The personal distress came from my reliance on worry,
a deeply ingrained thought habit that I was misguidedly

and I expected me to succeed, there was an unspoken

using to motivate myself. I assumed that worry was a

assumption that I would have to make it on my own,

"good thing," a "friend" that helped me pay attention to

using trial and error to learn the leadership behaviors

details and adequately prepare for the future. What I did

that would work for me.

not see was that my worry habit not only made my own
work much harder than it needed to be but also permeatof "leading" and "managing," the reality is that our orgaed those I was trying to lead.
nizations mostly rely on onWorry was so much on my
the -job training, expecting the
mind that I actually worried
newly promoted to figure out
about not worrying enough.
he sages say,
for themselves how to lead—
As the people who reported
Sharp like the razor's edge is
perhaps with a dash of men to me "picked up" my fretful
The path to enlightenment"
toring tossed in.
thinking, they began to find
I found that every promotheir own "good reasons" to
The Upanishads
tion came with at least six
worry, and their productivity
Translated
by
Eknakth
Easwaran
months of anxious discomdropped. Leaders' actions are
fort. No matter how well I
often more important than
thought I could handle the new job, it always seemed to
their words. It's funny to me now when I recall the
bring a fair share of unexpected surprises. No matter how
countless hours I wasted worrying about outcomes
much effort my boss had put into sponsoring me for the
that never happened or imagining the worst in the
new role, once I had it in hand, I seemed to get little in
midst of success.
the way of concrete instructions. He or she usually said
The harshness resulted from another thought habit —the
something along the lines of "congratulations, wellpride I took in having the right answers. It was important
deserved, good luck, and if you need any help just ask."
to me not only for my ideas to be better than anyone else's
But when you "don't even know what you don't know,"
but also for other people to acknowledge this superiority. I
those words of praise and well- meaning offers of assissimply couldn't tolerate someone else's good idea. The betWhile many of us may have a textbook understanding
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ter the idea, the more I fought against
it, using every debating trick in the
book. If that failed, I would use the
power of my office to dismiss it.
Predictably enough, my people
responded by not thinking for themselves. I was so blinded by pride and
my own ego that the lack of initiative and creativity from demonstrably bright people genuinely puzzled
me. With 20/20 hindsight, I'm
amazed that my teams were able to
achieve any success at all. And I
cringe when I recall acting with such
hubris. At the point when I was
beginning to understand this flaw in
my thinking, I had this image of
myself on horseback leading the
charge into battle —but with no one
following me!
While I was muddling through,
the only thing averting disaster was
the forbearance of my direct reports,
who, in light of some level of goodwill and respect that they felt coming
from me, would simply work around
my righteousness by recognizing
what obviously had to be done and
doing it.
I now realize that if I hadn't
changed, I would surely have met
with frustration and failure. There
was no way that I could have led
more than a small team given my
habitual modes of thinking —worry
and arrogance. In fact, I had a hard
time heeding the suggestions of my
bosses, making adjustments based
on the insights of others, or hiring
people strong enough to challenge
me. Not too smart...
Like many people who find themselves in leadership roles, I was muddling through, trying my best to
achieve the desired results. Then I got
a couple of wake -up calls that, fortunately, I answered. I had a falling out
with one of the other founding partners of a consulting firm we had
14
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started, and I adopted a child.
As a new parent, I couldn't help
but see that my son was going to
learn more from my example than
from anything I could possibly tell
him about life. What shocked me was
how carefully he watched me (and
others) and then imitated our
actions. I had no idea that this is the
primary way young children learn.
But once I saw it in action, it became
intuitively obvious. Consequently, I
began to reflect on what he might be
learning from my behavior and had
an inkling that not all of my actions
were worthy of his emulation —
including my habit of worrying way
too much at home as well as at work.
Gunn Partners was founded, in
part, on the desire to create a firm
that supports its consultants as
opposed to the typical large firm
where it's all about the consultants
supporting the firm. Yet, after just six
months, one of the founding partners
and I split over values of teamwork,
collaboration, and participatory decision making. From my perspective,
this partner seemed to be acting in
complete opposition to what those
words meant to me and to what I had
thought they meant to him. It was
clear that one of us had to go.
In the back of my mind I sensed
that there was something I was failing to see. How could I have misread
someone with whom I had worked
closely for a number of years at our
previous employer? I also felt that if
I were a more capable leader, I
would have found other ways to
resolve the issues besides splitting
the firm in two.
Nowadays when someone asks me
about my quest to become a better
leader (and father), I am overcome
by a deep sense of gratitude for having made a personal commitment to
discover the answers in the face of

"not knowing" where my quest
might lead. At times, the process of
looking within for clarity felt
extremely uncomfortable —I recall
vivid feelings of having the skin
sandblasted off my body. But the
personal price seemed small compared with the positive impact I
could have on my son, on the people
I touched as a leader, and, ultimately,
on myself.
What other choice was there? How
can you aspire to lead and not have
the best interests of your charges at
heart? How can you not desire to be
the most accomplished parent you
can be? Why would a search for
glimpses of the deeper meaning of
life not be a worthy pursuit?
Looking back on the journey, I am
also most appreciative of several people, three in particular, who offered
guidance, support, and certainty at
important junctures. It wasn't that
they necessarily knew the answers
themselves —they were far more
respectful of my journey than that —
but rather that they had deep faith in
my ability to discover those answers
and find what I was looking for.
These columns are my attempt
not only to repay them but also to
honor my own commitment to staying on the leader's path with ever deeper levels of understanding, consciousness, and humility. For it is in
the process of reflecting on these
questions and sharing the insights
gained that I also learn. ■
Bob Gunn is the co-founder ofGunn
Partners, a consulting firm that helps
companies improve the relevance and
value ofstaff functions. He is responsible for client relationships for Gunn
Partners' parent company, Exult, Inc.,
a premiere business process out sourcer. You can e-mail Bob at
robert.gunn @exult. net.

By Max Mess mer, Edi tor

Careers

Staying Motivated During an
Extended Job Search
Anyo n e w ho h a s be e n in t he jo b ma r k e t fo r a ny le n g t h o f t ime k no w s ho w
fr u st r a t ing t he p r o c e ss c a n be . I n t o d a y's c o mp e t it ive e nvir o nme nt it 's n o t
u n c o m m o n t o s e n d o u t n u m e r o u s r e s u m e s ye t g e n e r a t e o n l y l i m i t e d
r e s p o ns e fo r yo u r e ffo r t . T his c a n ha ve e ve n t he mo s t c o nfid e nt p r o fe s sio na l q u e st io n ing h is o r h e r ma r k e t a bilit y a nd jo b- h u nt in g a bilit ie s.
It can be particularly challenging to stay motivated

• Take a break. Designate a day when you won't talk

when a search takes longer than expected. The techniques

or think about employment issues. By allowing yourself

you used early on may no longer be effective or appropri-

some time off, you can recharge and remain productive.

ate several months into the process. It's critical to contin-

0 Be around positive people. Surround yourself

ually reassess your strategy and take steps to keep up your

with friends and family who are supportive and main-

morale. Here are a few suggestions:
Consider
will
• Take courses
a class. that
While
your job search is no A

tain an optimistic outlook on life. This will help
-

you keep your spirits high and provide the

doubt your top priority, using some of your

motivation you need when you hit a

time to gain new skills can be a wise dis-

career roadblock.

traction —and a valuable investment.

• Get exercise. Studies have

DRJ

shown that physical activity

Resume

increase your marketability, such
as those focused on business
communication or technology.

Q� .00P�
.pN

You'll expand your knowledge

P O t t 00 %a ,
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can minimize the psychological
impact of stress. Getting into a
regular exercise routine will
keep you energized. Hiring

base and improve your long-

managers look for enthusiasm

term career prospects. Even if

when interviewing job applicants.

a

the course is unrelated to your
profession, you can still benefit.
Learning should be an ongoing process
whether or not you're actively in the job market.
• Volunteer. There's no more effective way to lift your

It isn't always easy to maintain that
enthusiasm several weeks or months into the
search. Exercise can help.
0 Attend association meetings. Participating in activi-

J

s=
a
s=
0
0
0

ties offered by professional associations, including the

0

spirits than to help others. As an added bonus, you'll

Institute of Management Accountants, can help you

0

expand your network, which is particularly valuable dur-

increase your visibility in the accounting community.

ing a job search.

Play an active role in the group, and volunteer for projMa r c h 2 0 0 2 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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ects. You'll make new contacts while
providing much - needed assistance
to a volunteer- driven organization.
• Keep a record of your search.
Spend about 10 to 15 minutes a day
writing down your thoughts about
the process. What progress did you
make? What setbacks did you
encounter? What new avenues can
you pursue? The simplest ideas often
can be the catalysts for new
approaches to your search.
• Talk to a professional. A career
counselor or professional recruiter
can assess your r6sum6 and cover
letter, offer an overview of the
employment market in your area,
and recommend steps you might
take to better target your search.
• Re-evaluate your priorities.
Failing to accomplish your job search objectives can be discourag-

ing, so it's worth taking a second
look at your goals. Have you inadvertently been setting yourself up for
failure? For instance, if you are only
willing to work for companies in a
specific industry or geographic area,
you may need to expand your
search. Would you be willing to drive
an extra 30 minutes each way for the
right opportunity? Would you consider a position that has a lower base
salary yet room for advancement?
Decide your absolute must - haves,
and be prepared to compromise on
those aspects of the job that are like to- haves, particularly in a competitive job market.
• Read books about successful
people. Almost everyone has
encountered a setback on the way to
the top. Learning about the experiences of others can help you keep

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP Provides The Flexibility, Power
and Presentation Quality Needed
To Tame Your Toughest Projects
Pro- formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

399
Standard $
$599
Plus
Modula $899
Pendock Mallorn ltd.
(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
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The financial
forecasting model
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"A real winner"
— The Bottom Line

Income
Cost of

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

-Changes in
Financial Position
—
Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Bank Credit Line
i Letters of Credit

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Discs
Cash

your own situation in perspective.
• Join a support group. Talking
with others who are going through
the same experience is important so
you can feel connected and develop
new ideas that can help your search.
Most major cities have career resource centers that host networking
meetings for job seekers. You'll be
surprised how willing people are to
assist you, whether they offer leads
on companies that are hiring or simply listen to your concerns.
The job - search process can be challenging in any employment environment, particularly for those not accustomed to marketing their skills on a
daily basis. Finding a new position
requires persistence and, at times, an
ability to overcome rejection.
When faced with an extended job
hunt, you need a strategy for maintaining motivation over the long
term. Increasing your marketability,
getting involved in the community,
and periodically reassessing your
goals can help you stay on track. By
keeping a positive attitude in the face
of setbacks, you'll position yourself
well to demonstrate that resilience to
prospective employers. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO of
Robert Half International Inc. (RHI),
parent company of Robert Half
Finances" Accountemps®, and RH
Management Resources'. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized
staffing firm placing accounting and
finance professionals on a full-time,
temporary, and project basis. Messmer's
most recent books are Motivating
Employees For Dummies® Managing
Your Career For Dummies ®, Job
Hunting For Dummies ®> 2nd Edition,
Human Resources Kit For Dummies®
(Hungry Minds, Inc.), and The Fast
Forward MBA in Hiring (John Wiley
e'r Sons, Inc.).

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor
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Dependent Care Assistance Programs
SE CTION 1 29 WAS ADDE D T O T HE INT E RNAL

plan shall not discriminate in favor of highly compensat-

Revenue Code as part of the Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981. The purpose of this legislative provision is to

ed employees (within the meaning of §414(q)).
• The program may restrict eligibility to include only

encourage employers to provide a fringe benefit to their

employees that have reached the age of 21 and have com-

employees by setting up a qualified dependent care assis-

pleted at least one year of service with the employer.

tance (DCA) program. Despite being enacted 20 years

• The program d oesn't need to be funded.

ago, this provision is still relevant in today's society—a

• Eligible employees need to be reasonably notified of
the availability of the program.

result of the growing number of single- parent families and families where both parents are
employed.
This fringe benefit is available to

• A written statement must be pro vided to each employee by January
31, showing the amounts paid

employees only when a DCA pro-

or expenses incurred by the
.

gram is qualified. Once a plan is

employer in providing

qualified, an employee is able to

dependent care assistance to

exclude the following from

the employee during the prior

his /her income:

calendar year.

• The value of services pro-

• No more t han 25% of

vided to the employee,
n1

• Amounts paid directly to
the provider of the dependent

`c

care, and

ers or shareholders of the

• Any amounts reimbursed
to the employee for amounts the
employee paid for dependent care.
As with most fringe benefit provi-

ln
t II

dependent care assistance costs
should be provided for individuals that are either own-

employer who own more

o w

than 5% of the employer.
• The average benefits provided
to nonhighly compensated employees

sions, however, several qualifying criteria and limi-

should be at least 55°x6 of the average benefits provided to

tations exist.

highly compensated employees (as defined by §414(q)).

In order to qualify as a DCA program, an employer

An additional limitation on DCA programs revolves

program must fall within the guidelines of IRC §129(d).

around the type of employer-provided expenses that are

In general, the program should be a separate, written

eligible for exclusion. IRC §129(e)(1) defines the term

plan established by the employer for the exclusive pur-

"dependent care assistance" to mean the payment or pro-

pose to provide employees with dependent care assis-

vision of those services which, if paid for by the employ-

tance. More specifically, §129(d) provides the following

ee, would be considered employment-related expenses

guidelines regarding DCA programs:

under §21(b)(2), which defines employment-related

• The contributions or benefits provided under the

expenses as expenses for household services and expenses
Ma r c h 2 0 0 2 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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for the care of a qualifying individual that are incurred to enable the
taxpayer to be gainfully employed.
lust as important as what type of
expense is incurred is the question of
whom the dependent care is for.
Section 21(b)(2) indicates that
employment- related expenses are
expenses for a "qualifying individual." The individual is a taxpayer's
dependent who is under the age of
13 or a dependent /spouse who is
physically or mentally incapable of
caring for himself /herself. In addition, §21(b)(2) requires that for
dependent care costs incurred outside the taxpayer's household (for
example, the costs of utilizing a day
care center) to be eligible for exclusion, such costs must be incurred for
a dependent under the age of 13 or
any other qualifying individual who
regularly spends at least eight hours

Circle No. 18
18
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each day in the taxpayer's home. So
if an employer pays for a dependent
parent of an employee to live at an
elder care center, the cost won't be
excludable because the parent
doesn't live in the employee's home.
A further limitation is placed on
the amount of exclusion allowed
during a taxable year. Section
129(a)(2) provides that the amount
that may be excluded for dependent
care assistance provided during a
taxable year should not exceed
$5,000, or $2,500 if married filing
separately. This amount can be further limited by §129(b), which establishes an earned income limitation.
For an employee who is married, the
exclusion is limited to the lesser of
the earned income of the employee
or the employee's spouse for such
taxable year. This prevents a married
couple from receiving the benefit of
excluding dependent care costs provided by an employer while the
spouse wasn't working and was otherwise available to care for the
dependent.
A special rule exists with regard to
the earned income of a spouse. A
spouse who is a student or who is
physically or mentally incapable of
caring for himself/herself will be
deemed to be gainfully employed and
to have earned income with respect
to the earned income limitation. The
amount of income deemed earned
by a spouse, whether a full-time student or physically or mentally incapacitated, is calculated as follows:
• For one qualifying individual —
$200 per month for each month the
spouse is a full-time student or is
physically or mentally incapacitated.
• For two or more qualifying
individuals —$400 per month for
each month the spouse is a full-time
student or is physically or mentally
incapacitated.

In the case of a single- parent
employee, the exclusion is limited to
the employee's earned income for
the taxable year.
One final limitation of §129 concerns payments that are made to
related individuals. Section 129(c)
states that an employee won't be
allowed to exclude from income any
amounts paid or incurred to an individual that the employee can claim as
a dependent on such employee's tax
return or who is a child of such
employee and is under the age of 19
at the end of the taxable year.
In summary, §129 allows an
employee to exclude from income
up to $5,000 of the amounts paid or
incurred by an employer to provide
dependent care assistance to such
employee's dependent(s). Several
limitations and qualifying criteria
are laid out in §129, which could
limit the exclusion to an amount
that is less than $5,000, limit the
type of expenses that qualify for
exclusion, and even limit who can
provide the dependent care services.
But as the number of single- parent
families and families requiring dual
incomes continues to grow, §129
should continue to be a valuable
fringe benefit for employees with
dependents who require care
assistance. ■
Michael J. Wiley is a tax senior associate for PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP.
You can reach him at (276) 330 -3000
or mchael -i.wilev@us.pwjW1obaLcom.
Anthony P. Curatola is the Joseph F.
Ford Professor ofAccounting at Drexel
University. You can reach him at
(215) 895 -1453 or curatola@world
net.att.net.
© 2002 A.P. Curatola and Michael J.
Wiley
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Public Oversight Board
Resigns I Kathy Williams, Editor

VOLKERTO
ADVISEAUDITORS

IN MORE ENRON FALLOUT, THE FIVE- MEMBER PUBLIC OVERSIGHT BOARD (POB)
voted unanimously to "terminate its existence" by the end of this month. Created in

PAUL A. VOLKER, former

1977, it had operated as an independent, private- sector body that was the cornerstone

Chairman and current

of the self - regulatory system that oversees the accounting profession. It existed to "help

chair of the trustees of the

assure regulators, investors, and the public at large that audited financial statements of
public corporations can be relied upon

Standards Committee

to provide an accurate picture of the

(IASC), will chair an

financial health of those companies."

Independent Oversight

The Board oversaw and reported on

Board (IOB) that will

the programs of the SEC Practice Sec-

work with Andersen's

tion (SECPS) of the AICPA, the Audit-

U.S. firm in making fun-

ing Standards Board, and the Indepen-

damental changes in its

dence Standards Board. Its members

audit practice, announc-

made their decision in response to the

ed Joseph F. Berardino,

news that Securities & Exchange Com-

man agi ng par tne r a nd

mission Chairman Harvey L. Pitt was

CEO of Andersen

proposing that a new regulatory body

Worldwide, S.C.

Federal Reserve Board

International Accounting

be created.

The Board will be pro-

The POB said in a letter to Pitt that

vided with a professional

the "decision was made reluctantly, but

staff and assured free

members of the Board felt we had no

access to all information

other recourse. It was obvious... that

relevant to a full review

the proposals for changing the system

of the policies and proce-

of self - regulation of the accounting

dures of the firm, accord-

profession do not include a place for

ing to a news release last

the POW The letter also expressed the

month. "To assure the

Board's displeasure that the president

quality and credibility of

of the AICPA, the chair of SECPS, and representatives of the Big 5 "apparently had been

the firm's auditing pro-

in talks" with Pitt for some time. "It is significant that there was no consultation with

cess, the IOB will have

the POB, which is charged with representing the public interest, before these proposed

full authority to mandate

changes were announced.'

changes in such prac-

0

tices as it may find nec-

0

U

said no. Resigning were POB Chair Charles A. Bowsher, for-

c o n t i n u ed o n p a g e 22

essary and desirable." ■
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EBITDA IS AN EASY NUMBER TO CALCULATE, USEFUL FOR QUICK COMPARISONS, AND EASY TO DISCUSSM

[E TH IC S]

EBITDA
I remember the first time I
started working with people
who used EBITDA and thought
many of the things Al King
wrote in his article [September
20011.1 found it most interesting that a company would be
sold based "almost entirely on
EBrrDA and an appropriate
EBITDA multiple "That is, in
fact, how many investment
bankers think.
However, it does have usefulness in that it is an easy
number to calculate, useful for
quick comparisons, and easy
to discuss with others as it is a
commonly discussed number. I
found that it was a handy
"back of the envelope type"
number to use as a starting
point for analysis, but not as
the primary basis for a sale. In
particular, I used it with distressed companies and found
it most useful in these cases.
Basically, the question was how
could the company's operations be restructured so that
EBITDA was positive. If you
couldn't at least reach that
level, then there was no sense
of going forward.
I found this to be a useful
measure as it was one facet of
deciding whether the company
should be liquidated. Note that
separately we were preparing
daily cash forecasts to manage
production, payroll, etc. To make
continued on page 23
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Corporate Critic Activist Calls for
Ethical Sanctions I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor
IN ITS DECEMBER 2001 ISSUE, MULTINATIONAL MONITOR, A VERY LIBERAL,

progressive left publication related to the Ralph Nader activist group, states the generalization that "the vast majority" of corporations are immoral or amoral, they
should be stripped of all constitutional protections, and their shareholders should be
made liable for the consequences of the companies' misdeeds. The same issue also
contains an article, "Corporations Behaving Badly," that lists the "Ten Worst Corporations" of 2001.
The list includes some companies whose transgressions might not involve ethics
alone and are more a matter of personal opinion. These include Philip Morris, because
of the tobacco products it produces; Coca -Cola, for advertising sugary soft drinks to children; ExxonMol:
ions on global warming; Southern Company
of grandfather clauses to avoid compliance w
Clean Air Act; and Wal -Mart, for its anti -unit
stance. On the other hand, there appears to b
clear evidence that several companies have
been guilty of unethical, if not immoral,
actions.
One member of the "Worst" list is, of
course, Enron Corporation, whose 2001
ethical transgressions were discussed in
this column in February. Of significant
additional concern is Enron's conclusion
to prohibit employees from selling Enron
stock held in their 401(k) plan because of a
decision to change plan administrators. Duri..s ....
time of the freeze, when employees were stuck, Enron stock
lost over 70% of its value. Many employees lost their life savings. Apparently, officers
were knowledgeable enough to be able to sell their shares in advance of the freeze. A
Justice Department investigation is under way to determine whether any criminal
activities took place.
An exposes of the political maneuvering involving Enron is contained in a white
paper published by Public Citizen, detailing what it refers to as Enron's fraud of consumers and shareholders. Public Citizen was founded by Ralph Nader. One example of
the maneuvering involves Wendy Gramm, chair of the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission. She exempted energy swaps —a new and growing business for Enron —
from regulation. Six days later she resigned. And five weeks after that she was appointed to the Enron board, where she served on the audit committee.
Another Multinational Monitor example of a company whose behavior was clearly
unethical by any standard is TAP Pharmaceutical, a subcontinued on page 22
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[GOVERNMENT]

Limits on Company Stock
in 401(k)s IStephen Barlas, Editor
YOU'VE HEARD OF PLANTS AND
fruits being bioengineered. On
Capitol Hill this year, there will be a
crop of bills that can be said to be
Enron engineered. The first seed to
sprout is a bill from two Democrats,
Sens. Barbara Boxer (Calif.) and Jon
Corzine (N.J.). Their concern is corporate pension plans and, more
specifically, that unsuspecting
employees not get caught holding
reams of worthless company stock
in 401(k)s. About 67% of the assets

20% the investment an employee

Their concern is
corporate pension
p lan s an d , more
specifically, that
unsuspecting
emp loyees not get
cau gh t holdi n g

can have in any one stock in his /her
individual 401(k) account. The proposal also calls for limiting to 90
days the time an employer can force
an employee to hold a matching
employer stock contribution in the
employee's individual account plan.
It urges a reduction to 50% from
100% the tax deduction an employer
can take on a matching contribution

reams of worthless

in Enron 401(k) retirement plans
were invested in Enron stock. Boxer
and Corzine propose limiting to

to an individual if that contribution
is made in company stock. So far,

compan y stock in
401(k)s.

the two Democrats don't have any
Republican co- sponsors for their
bill.

c on t i nu ed on p ag e 23

The Mouse that Squeaked and Grew
* TWO WHARTON MBA GRADUATES IN 1999 HAD A

typhoon slowing delivery of their product, fast - talking

dre am: Ma nufactur e a mous e t hat looke d lik e a golf

sales reps who couldn't deliver, their own ignorance

driver head but worked just like a PC mouse. The

of the reta il mar ket, and a manufacture r who went

MouseDriverTm Chronicles, pub li she d by

belly -up when they were ready to roll out

M Use
Dr e r
a or, i c s

Perseus Publishing, is the narrative of

THE

their start -up experiences, sometimes frus-

H

trating, sometimes hilarious, but always

LE

v

ed u ca t ion al .

their product for the holiday season.
Sp e nd i ng al l d a y on t he ph one , b oxe s
of products piled up in their two - bedroom
apartment i n San Fran cisco, the fled gling

Texans Kyle Harrison and John Lusk

busine ssmen final ly lau nched their com-

thought their Wharton degrees automati-

pany, Pl ati num Concept s, Inc., an d th eir

cally assured them of success, but they

only product, the MouseDriver. Then they
•%

—

tackled the hard part of a start -up—

--

-

_

world of retail marketing, their degrees

'–

,

soon learned that, in the rough and risky
were often superfluous. The two entrepreneurs had to
lea rn man ufa ct uri ng, de si gn, pa cka gin g, ma rke tin g,
distribution, sales, public relations, and customer relations in a matter of months to get their product out to
the p ublic. On the way, they had to de al wi th a

branding the product and selling it, over coming mi sconcept ion s l ik e t he one t hey en cou ntered at a golf show in Orlando. "So this thing is
I some kind of computerized driver. Right ?"
Some of the lessons they learned: "Never, ever trade
money for words, " and fol-

c o nt i n u ed o n page 23
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( N E W S ) c o n t 'd fr o m p . 19

mer U.S. comptroller general; Donald J. Kirk, former chairman of the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board; Norman R. Augustine, former chairman and CEO of Lockheed
Martin; John H. Biggs, chairman and
CEO of TIAA -CREF (a financial services provider that handles teachers'
retirement funds); Aulana L. Peters,
a former SEC commissioner. Board
members added in another letter
from Bowsher that they "look forward to working with Congress, the
SEC, and various members of the
profession in arriving at reforms that
will enhance our capital markets and
restore public confidence in the
integrity of the system.'

Using Succession
Management W isely
The American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC) has just released a
new best practices report on "Succession Management: Identifying
and Cultivating Tomorrow's Leaders" that reveals how world -class
companies find the most talented
individuals, prepare them for leadership positions, and monitor their
professional growth.
"Consistency and continuity often
define successful organizations;' Lou
Cataline, APQC project manager,
said. "Developing such qualities
requires effective leadership over
time, which necessitates seeking
potential leaders and preparing them
for future roles continuously." With
the impending retirement of millions of baby boomers and increased
demands for diversity, successful
succession management has never
been more important.
APQC studied the practices of
more than 20 leading organizations,
including Dell Computer, Dow
Chemical Company, Eli Lilly and
22
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Company, PanCanadian Petroleum
Limited, and Sonoco Global Products. The report results focus on
four major issues: deploying succession management programs, identifying talent pools, engaging future
leaders, and monitoring and assessing their efforts.
To download the free executive
summary or to buy the report, visit
www.apgc.org( pubs. ■
(ETHICS) c o n t 'd fro m p . 2 0

sidiary of Abbott Laboratories. TAP
is a joint venture of Abbott and
Takeda Pharmaceuticals of Japan.
TAP paid $875 million to settle
criminal and civil charges in connection with marketing practices
for a cancer drug. Free samples of
the drug were provided to doctors,
who would then be reimbursed by
the government as if they had purchased the drug. Abbott was also
one of the drug manufacturers
involved with a Medicare and Medicaid pricing investigation.
Another example of ethical failure
involved Argenbright, the airport
security screening firm. In 2001,
Argenbright was found to have violated an earlier probation plan with
court - ordered compliance and
auditing. It agreed it had continued
to hire screeners without background checks of criminal records
and had inadequate training and
control procedures although it previously had told the government
otherwise. According to Multinational Monitor,"Federal prosecutors
acknowledge going easy on Argenbright. Rather than piling on the
charges, they put their faith into a
compliance program and a three year probationary period."'
The authors of "Corporations
Behaving Badly" suggest that the
solution to immoral acts by corpora-

tions is for Congress to establish a
Corporate Character Commission
(CCC). This group would investigate
any wrongdoing, legal or ethical, of
the largest corporations. It would
recommend that corporate privileges, including suspension of limited
liability, be denied to offenders.
Similarly, a final act of the Clinton
administration would have required
all federal contractors to certify in
writing to a three -year record of
"satisfactory compliance with federal
laws, including tax laws, labor and
employment laws, antitrust laws, and
consumer protection laws" as part of
a "satisfactory record of integrity and
business ethics."2 President Bush
rescinded implementation of the
regulation shortly after taking office
and revoked it entirely in December
2001.

Questions:
1. Is it reasonable to expect large
public corporations to act ethically?
2. Can and should the federal government play a role in assuring ethical behavior by. corporations?
3. Do accountants have a special
responsibility to promote ethical
behavior?
Please send your comments to
the editor of Strategic Finance at
kwilliams @imanet.ore. ■
Curtis C. Uerschoor is the Ledger &
Quill Research Professor, School of
Accountancy and MIS, DePaul University, Chicago. His e-mail address is
cverscho @condor.depaul. edu.
Blind Faith: How Deregulation and Enron's
Influence Over Government Looted Billions
from Americans,Public Citizen, December
2001.
2Press

Release of Associated Builders and

Contractors, December 27, 2001.

[HOOKS]

cont'd from p. 21

low the rule of four to predict sales.
If they forecast a number of
MouseDrivers they would sell in
one year, dividing that sum by
four would more closely approximate the number actually sold.
The real -world knowledge that
they accumulated during their
breakneck start -up phase placed
them in good stead when they
finally were able to pay themselves salaries. At the same time,
they published an e- newsletter
chronicling their vicissitudes, out
of which grew this book. In fact,
their experiences, recounted in a
lighthearted manner, offer a very
good guide for other bright -eyed
entrepreneurs with a good idea
and little financing. Some M B A
schools actually assign their story
to students. And Kyle and John,
well, they're leveraging their
experience into a consulting business. You can check it out at
www.platinumconcepts.com . ■
[LETTERS]

cont'd from p. 20

the case that there were operations worth
saving for this distressed company, I used
EBIIDAB–that is, before bankruptcy fees.
The end result was a sale of assets as
ongoing operations instead of a liquidation
(the bank's preference) to two different
companies that resulted in retaining over
125 jobs in the local community. Within certain limitations, it can be a useful number.
Tom Richards, CMA
AUTHOR'SNOTE.If EBITDA were not useful

in some sense to many people, it would
not have attained the currency it has. 1,
too, use ifoccasionally as an "indicator"
of value. But there is a difference between
an indication and making a permanent
financial decision with long-term consequences. Thank you for your comments.
Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM

[G O V ' T ]

cont'd from p. 21

Labor Says OK to
Investment Advisors...
Within Limits
In truth, there was interest in 401(k)s
on Capitol Hill prior to Enron's
demise. On November 15, 2001, the
House passed a bill (H.R. 2269) that
would allow a company to hire an
investment advisor to help employees
make decisions about how to invest
their 401(k) holdings. The 1974
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) makes an employer
liable for any bad advice a financial
services consultant gives his /her
workers. So that has been a barrier to
employers in terms of making investment advice available.
The Retirement Security Advice
Act (H.R. 2269), sponsored by Rep.
John Boehner (R.- Ohio), changes
that. Passed by the House of Representatives by a vote of 280 -144, it
eliminates the liability roadblock,
although employers remain responsible for the prudent selection and
periodic review of any investment
advisor. Boehner's bill would allow a
broader range of corporate investment /advisor relationships
than the Labor Department currently allows. For example, when Labor
recently approved SunAmerica's proposal to contract with an investment
firm, it was in part because Sun
imposed some restrictions on Ibbotson Associates, the investment advisor chosen. The Boehner bill doesn't
specify those kinds of restrictions
and would allow much broader
arrangements than what the Labor
Department approved.

Accounting Industry Vets
to Take Seats at SEC
The SEC sails into the storm of congressional hearings on Enron with
Harvey Pitt at the wheel but not too

many others on board. The sole
remaining commissioner, Laura
Unger, has announced her departure.
President Bush has appointed two
accounting industry veterans to fill
Unger's Republican and the one
remaining GOP seat. The GOP has a
majority of 3 -2 on the Commission,
given the party of the President. The
two nominees are Paul Atkins and
Cynthia Glassman. Atkins is a lawyer
at PricewaterhouseCoopers. Glassman is an economist at Ernst &
Young. They are expected to get quick
approval from the Senate Banking
Committee. Isaac Hunt, Jr., who had
been one of the Democratic commissioners during Clinton's term, has
been working at the SEC although his
term expired. Apparently, there is
some talk of Bush reappointing him.
That leaves the last Democratic seat.
Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle
(D. -S.D.) has suggested Roel Campos,
a former assistant U.S. attorney in Los
Angeles and co- founder of Houston based broadcasting company El
Dorado Communications Inc. The
52- year -old Campos, who holds a
Harvard law degree, is from Bush's
home state of Texas.

New Disclosure Rules
from SEC
Robert Herdman, the SEC's chief
accountant, says the agency may
consider new rules this year to clarify disclosure requirements. The Big 5
says some advice is in order, but they
want guidance —not rules, which are
legally enforceable. In early January,
the Big 5 asked the SEC to provide
"immediate guidance" to public
companies on disclosing off -balance -sheet transactions, over -thecounter derivatives contracts, and
related -party transactions, all issues
that have come up in conjunction
with Enron's bankruptcy. ■
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ompanies have spent the past couple of decades learning how to select, purchase, and implement
packaged software products. More recently, they have become practiced at crafting the business cases to support significant financial investments in enterprise -wide solutions, and they have developed
the skills to manage the third parties often needed to make those solutions work. Now they're in the
throes of ensuring they realize the benefits outlined in the business cases. Just when they thought they could take a
breather, another challenge is requiring their attention: learning how to evaluate and select solutions offered by the
increasing number of application service providers(ASPs).(This framework can be broadly applied to business
service providers (BSPs) as well. BSPs can be defined as third parties that provide hosted solutions and /or labor
that modify, reduce, or eliminate certain components of your business, such as headcount, specific business
processes, entire functions.)
The simple case of an ASP is a company that offers a one - size - fits -all, hosted software solution that you access
via the Internet. The solution may offer high -end, expensive software functionality on a pay -as- you -go basis to
smaller companies that otherwise couldn't afford to license it. Or it may offer the benefits of a "community" or
"marketplace" to its customers. Whatever the particular case may be, ASPS generally offer their customers quick,
easy access to Web - deployed software on a "use" basis (e.g., transaction -based pricing, subscription -based pricing).
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What's the right answer for your company?
BY ROBERT D. BOYLE, CMA, CPA
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Perhaps the easiest thing to do for now would be to
ignore these "crazy dot -com" companies, but that would
deny your organization access to some of the most exciting software solutions to emerge in quite some time.
Many companies that started out as dot -coms have
morphed into emerging software companies offering
interesting Web - deployed solutions. As with the evaluation
of enterprise -wide software packages, you should use a
structured and rational approach when evaluating what
ASPS have to offer.

ASPVOCABULARY
So everyone will be on the same page in ASP discussions,
here are some of the common terms you'll hear:
Application Service Provider—A company that offers a
shared, hosted software solution on a transaction or subscription pricing basis. In the most common situations,
this solution will be accessible via the Internet.
Transaction -Based Pricing—Paying a predetermined
amount per transaction (e.g., $1 per transaction, 2% of
the value of the transaction) for access to an ASP software solution.
Subscription -Based Pricing — Paying a predetermined
amount on a periodic basis (e.g., $10,000 per month) for
a given level of usage of an ASP software solution (e.g.,
up to 2,000 transactions per month, unlimited access
given to two users within your organization).
Ucensing—Paying a one -time fee, in addition to a
yearly maintenance fee, for essentially unlimited use
(with certain restrictions) of a given software solution
(e.g., $250,000 up front, 15% of up -front fee per year in
maintenance).
Hosted Solution—Having a third party implement,
operate, and maintain a software solution on your behalf
(e.g., the seller of the software solution, commercial
third -party hosting company). ASP solutions, by their
very nature, are hosted solutions.
Self- Hosted Solution —The traditional licensing of a
software solution by a company that is implemented,
operated, and maintained by that company for its own
benefit. The traditional approach to purchasing and
implementing enterprise -wide solutions is an example of
a self - hosted solution.

DEVELOPINGADECISIONFRAMEWORK
Although the issues and approach will vary somewhat
based on the business application of the solution you're
evaluating, you should consider the following benefits
and challenges often associated with ASP solutions when
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determining whether such a solution is right for your
company.
BENEFITS:

♦ Quick -Start Capability— Certain ASP solutions
(depending on the application involved and the need for
integration with your other information systems) can be
made operational in a matter of hours or days. By signing
a transaction -based usage agreement, receiving a little
training, and configuring your account, you can be up
and running with some ASP solutions within a day. This
is a far cry from the multi- quarter procurement and
implementation cycles often associated with traditional
software solutions.
♦ Low Up -Front Costs—Many ASP companies will
allow you to get up and running on their solutions with
little or no usage commitment. This, plus the fact that no
additional investment in hardware and technical talent is
required to get started (assuming no integration is
required), makes the up -front costs of adopting an ASP
solution near $0. That means the decision of whether or
not to use an ASP often falls outside a company's traditional technology procurement and capital approval
processes.
♦ Access to a Marketplace or Community—Since ASP
solutions can be shared by users across different organizations, ASP companies may offer their customers the
benefits of a marketplace or community. It may be a marketplace of Reminded buyers and sellers of a given commodity or a community of individuals within the same
industry with similar backgrounds and interests. A related feature often offered to members of an ASP's community is access to pre- negotiated rate agreements with
product /service providers. ASPs are uniquely positioned
to provide these benefits.
♦ Easier Upgrades and Maintenance —As a result of
many ASP solutions being shared solutions, with little or
no installation of software required by the user, software
upgrades or extensions can be made available "instantly"
to all users of the solution. If the solution is designed to
benefit a relatively narrow set of users (e.g., all working in
a similar industry, all working in a similar business function), the solution may become functionally rich very
quickly, and this enhanced functionality can be passed on
to all users relatively easily. Users may realize much
quicker access to features and functions in an ASP environment than they can from the traditional internal systems development life cycle.
♦ Access by Smaller Companies to Traditionally Expen-

technology.

sive Software Functionality —Many traditional software
companies are now offering their solutions on an ASP
basis in order to make what is often very expensive, high end software functionality available to smaller customers
on a pay -as- you -go basis. These solutions may otherwise
have been financially out of reach for mid - market customers or smaller businesses.
♦ Easier Structuring ofPilot Programs —ASP solutions
provide a unique opportunity for large and small companies to structure and engage in a pilot program involving
a particular software solution before they commit to
implementing it on a company -wide basis. The quick -start
capability and low up -front costs associated with most
ASP solutions make this method of software delivery ideal
for companies that want to "test drive" a solution
before making a commitment to use it
throughout the enterprise. A successful
pilot may result in further rollout of the
ASP solution or a licensing of the
♦ Access to World -Class Infrastructure
and Technical Support—Many ASP companies have made significant investments in
qR%
world -class hardware /software platforms, production environments, and operations staff to
ensure the high - quality, consistent delivery of service to
their customers. This high up -front investment in technical infrastructure and staff can be amortized across a
large customer base, which can result in access to a more
robust and secure technical environment for your ASP
solutions than your company can afford for its self - hosted
solutions.
CHALLENGES:

♦ Less Control Over Mission- Critical Software Applications— Companies may choose to own and operate certain software applications as a matter of policy. This is
often true, particularly with so -called mission - critical
applications (i.e., applications that are related to the core
functions of the business). Depending on the company's
situation, there can be significant tangible and intangible
benefits associated with operating and maintaining software applications internally.
Self- hosting isn't an option when using ASP solutions.
But the risk can be mitigated by performing appropriate
due diligence on an ASP prior to using its services, establishing service -level agreements to clearly define your
expectations of the provider, and clearly defining channels of communication and issue resolution. Risks can

also be reduced by developing a system interface with the
ASP or by implementing a process, such as regular tape
backups of data, to ensure that you receive critical data
from the ASP on a regular basis.
♦ Dependence on Emerging Companies to Provide
Mission - Critical Applications —A certain amount of business risk can be associated with selecting an emerging
company as a business partner. If this company fails to
remain a going concern, how will your company backfill
for the services it provided? The risk is real, but there are
strategies you can use to mitigate and manage it effectively. The first is to perform adequate due diligence on an
ASP in terms of the company's overall financial health,
cash position, revenue forecast, current customer base,
and investors. Beyond this, requiring the
provider to put the source code for its applia
cations in an escrow account can ensure
that you will have access to it in the
event the company should fail to remain
a going concern.
♦ Greater DifficultyGetting Your
Specific Needs Accommodated—By their
very nature, ASP solutions generally offer
less ability to customize the application than
traditional licensed software applications. While
solutions that are designed for a particular industry or
business function can become functionally rich very
quickly, these same solutions aren't well positioned to
accommodate the unique needs of individual customers.
ASP companies are highly motivated to accommodate
enhancement requests that are of general interest to their
target market, but they are less inclined to accommodate
company- specific or "one -off" enhancement requests. If
your company has a true need for a significant number of
unique modifications to an application, you should probably consider licensing that application.
♦ The Need for Integration —Many ASP solutions are
still relatively early in their life cycles in terms of the
breadth of their functionality. These so -called "point
solutions" often require integration with other company
systems in order to provide the full value expected from
them. Depending on the architecture of the ASP solution,
the skill sets within your company's information technology group, and the skill sets of the professional services
staff employed by the ASP company, integration can be
relatively easy or quite difficult. The potential need for
integration is an issue to be aware of. But you generally
won't have a clear picture of the effort required to integrate until you get to the point of evaluating a specific
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Figure1:Sample

Licensing vs.
ASP Decision Framework

This is a decis ion framework one c ompany us ed to evaluate
the trade -offs between adopting a licensed solution and
adopting an ASP s olution.

Yes

solution and
get to know the
professional services

Yes

staff within the ASP.
Explore integration issues
early in the evaluation

No

process.
♦ Potential Higher Total Cost
of Ownership —If you plan to use
a particular ASP solution ubiquitously throughout your company for the
foreseeable future, it's quite possible that
transaction- or subscription -based pricing
could result in a higher total cost of ownership
than licensing the solution (assuming that option
is available). There are many factors that influence
the total cost of ownership of a given application
(e.g., technical platform it operates on, the skill sets
within your current information technology group,
license fee, yearly maintenance fee, your anticipated
volume of use). If you determine that you want to
make extensive, high - volume use of an ASP solution,
you should take the time to perform a traditional
"lease vs. buy" analysis to understand whether licensing the solution offers the most cost - effective option
for your company.
The relevance and importance of these benefits and
challenges vary on a situation -by- situation basis depending on the business processes, application, and company
involved. An example of a framework one company used
to help structure its decision of whether or not to use an
ASP solution is depicted in Figure 1. This company chose
to license the solution it was evaluating based on the
favorable cost - benefit trade -off associated with licensing
versus the ASP pricing model being offered. Although
this particular framework was helpful to this company in
this situation, your company's decision process would
probably be different.
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TAKEAFURTHERLOOK
Many ASP solutions being offered today
are functionally interesting enough to
warrant some serious consideration.
Even though this is relatively new territory and has some
risks associated with it, the potential payoffs are large
enough to merit further investigation. Taking a structured and rational approach to evaluating ASP solutions
can help you reduce some of the risks associated with
them and potentially make some of the benefits they offer
available to your company sooner. ■
Robert D. Boyle, CMA, CPA, is director ofe- Business within
Deere & Company's Global AgServices Division based in
Atlanta, Ga. Bob's background includes significant experience in management consulting and the management of
start -ups. You can reach him at boyleroberttohndeere.com
or (770) 329 -2868.
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ver the last year or two, the conversion of
traditional defined benefit pension plans to cash balance
plans has generated substantial, and mostly negative, press
coverage. While it was Bank of America that pioneered the
cash balance concept in 1985, sponsors are now witnessing a seismic shift in retirement planning as more and
more name -brand companies sweep aside traditional pension plans and implement cash balance plans in the name
of predictability, portability, ease of administration, and
user - friendliness toward employees and employers alike.
What exactly are cash balance plans, and why are
employers adopting them in ever increasing numbers?
Basically, cash balance plans are defined benefit plans that
express benefits as a current lump sum value instead of as
a monthly benefit amount. In a cash balance pension
plan, an individual "account" is established for each plan
participant. These "accounts" are credited annually with
employer contributions and a guaranteed interest payment. A common example is a plan that calls for an
annual employer contribution of 4% of pay and an interest credit equal to the rate on 30 -year Treasury bonds.
An important difference between this type of plan and
a defined contribution plan is that, in a cash balance
plan, the individual "accounts" are hypothetical. The
employee is guaranteed the contribution and interest
credits described in the plan. If plan investments outperform the rates being credited to participant "accounts;'

J

the future cost to the plan sponsor will be reduced, but
the participant account is credited with the guaranteed
amount only. If investment results are poor, employees'
accounts will still grow by the rate defined in the plan,
and the employer will absorb the loss. Over time, though,
the plan probably will earn more than the rate credited to
participant "accounts, thus producing gains that will
reduce the sponsor's required contributions. That's
because plan sponsors can safely invest plan assets so that
they will yield returns that exceed the rate on 30 -year
Treasury bonds. That isn't very hard to do.
To some extent, cash balance pension plans are popular
because participants know how much their employer is
contributing to their accounts each year, and they can see
their benefits grow, just as in a 401(k) plan. But because
employer contributions and interest credits are guaranteed by the plan, the employee has far greater benefit
security than an employee in a 401(k) plan because
there's no downside risk. An employee in a 401(k) plan
can lose money. Employees in cash balance plans needn't
worry about that.
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ISACASHBALANCEPLANMOREEQUITABLE?
The answer is: It depends on an employee's age and length
of service. A major advantage from the perspective of the
employer and some employees is that the cash balance plan
is more equitable. Two employees working at the same job,
earning the same pay, will receive the same contribution to
their cash balance plan accounts. In a traditional defined
benefit plan, the value of the benefits accrued by an older
employee will typically be greater than those accrued by a
younger employee because most defined benefit plans contain a benefit formula that rewards employees who have
been with the company for a longer period of time. For
example, in a typical defined benefit plan, the benefit formula takes into account an employee's
earnings and particularly his /her last three or
five years of earnings. Such a formula benefits older workers whose earnings peak just
before they retire.
In a cash balance plan, the cost of providing benefits to older employees is the same as
it is for younger employees, which is an advantage for employers. Yet these days, with employees
changing jobs frequently, the cost of providing benefits to
younger employees is less with a traditional defined benefit plan. As a result, experts are divided as to which type
of plan benefits employers most in today's workplace.
At retirement, a cash balance plan participant typically
receives his /her accumulated vested account as a lump
sum. But employees must also be given the option of having their benefits paid in the form of an annuity. The
ability to receive a lump sum at termination is very
appealing to today's younger mobile employees but isn't
terribly attractive to long -term employees. That's because
younger employees often have a "take the money and
run" attitude. On the other hand, older employees who
are nearing retirement are more interested in secure
monthly benefit payments.
Recently, the media have criticized cash balance plans.
To some extent this criticism is attributable to the lack of
disclosure and education provided to employees when an
employer changes a traditional defined benefit plan to a
cash balance plan. Pending legislation intended to increase
the disclosure requirements should help both employers
and employees in the transition process. But there's no
mistaking the fact that an employee with, say, 25 years of
service will lose out if his /her company converts to a cash
balance plan because he /she will stop earning benefits at a
higher rate than his /her younger counterparts.
A new cash balance formula often, but not always,
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applies to employees who have earned benefits under the
old plan benefit formula. The law protects these employees to some extent by prohibiting plan amendments that
reduce benefits once employees have earned them —you
can't wind up with less vested equity. In some conversions, employees with previously earned benefits may
earn no additional retirement benefits for varying periods
of time until the new, ongoing cash balance formula
catches up with the employees' protected benefits.
For example, let's say that the new formula, when
applied to Employee A, says that the employee's benefit
portfolio is valued at $100,000. But Employee A has
earned $110.000 in benefits under the old formu.a. Well, Employee A won't suffer a reduction,
but the value of Employee A's portfolio won't
increase until it's worth $110,000 under the
new formula. This effect is often called a
"wear -away" or "benefit plateau, which can
be quite upsetting to long -term employees.
An employer may defuse the "wear- away"
Dblem by establishing a window period during
which employees may make a one -time choice
between the old defined benefit formula and the cash balance plan. This choice basically enables plan participants
to pick the plan that maximizes their benefits and is most
feasible when overfunding within the existing plan is sufficient to cover this expense. For plans that aren't overfunded, offering a one -time choice to employees can be an
expensive proposition and inconsistent with the plan
sponsor's objectives to reduce plan costs. The media attention and growing complaints from employees, especially
IBM employees, has led to legislative initiatives that would
require increased disclosure as well as substantive limitations on the ability of plan sponsors to convert their traditional plans to cash balance plans.
Various federal agencies (the Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Department of Labor, and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) have
also become involved in aspects of the cash balance
debate. And cash balance conversions have generated
considerable litigation by participants regarding various
aspects of the plan design, with many contending that
cash balance plans discriminate against older workers.
Stuart Brown, chief counsel for the IRS, stated before a
Senate panel hearing that cash balance plans do not discriminate against older workers. He clarified the meaning
of the word "discriminate," noting that accrual rates in
such plans are discriminatory only when they affect a
person because he /she has attained a certain age. Cash

balance plans are pension plans that offer employers a tax
break, but which also lessen the amount of pension an
older employee can accrue, primarily because the accrual
rate is slow and steady, year after year. In many older
plans, employees accrue pension at a faster rate in the last
five to 10 years of service because their final benefit will
depend on their "high five." Brown also stated that current tax law allows an employer to not only reduce accrual rates, but that an employer may also choose to cancel
an entire pension plan without ramifications. What an
employer may not do is renege on promises made while a
pension plan was operative.

IRSDETERMINATIONLETTER"HOLD"
The IRS continues its "freeze" (implemented in September 1999) on issuing determination letters (a ruling on a
specific issue that has been placed before it) on cash balance conversions, but it's rumored that the freeze will be
lifted shortly. For example, plans that provide a cash balance "kicker" (an opportunity to voluntarily switch to a
cash balance plan) in addition to a traditional pension
benefit are subject to the determination letter freeze, even
though such plans may not have "converted" any prior
traditional benefits to a cash balance account. This delay
by the IRS, combined with its continued policy of not
issuing determination letters on cash balance plans,
means the application of many qualified plan rules —
including age discrimination, anti- back - loading, and
lump -sum valuation rules —will remain unresolved for
the foreseeable future, except to the extent these issues are
addressed by the courts.
Two recent class action suits find employees battling it
out with plan sponsors over cash balance calculations. So
far, the courts appear to be siding with employers. The
U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear a case regarding
cash balance plans, leaving in place a verdict that says
employers must calculate the value of an employee's benefit account using a formula stipulated by the IRS. If the
resultant value is greater than the value that would be
obtained by using the employer's cash balance plan formula, then the amount produced by the IRS formula
must prevail. The IRS formula takes into account prevailing interest rates over time and calculates a benefit
amount that is "fair." This could mean unexpected costs
for employers.

LEGISLATIVEACTIVITY
Both the Senate and House versions of pension reform
legislation introduced in 2001 (S. 742 and H.R. 10) have

disclosure provisions regarding cash balance plans but
don't contain any substantive benefit provisions, and the
prospects for such legislation are unclear.
The two bills would require additional advanced disclosure of significant reductions in future benefit accruals, including reduction in early- retirement benefit
accruals, and would impose an excise tax of $100 per day
per failure up to a $500,000 maximum.
The House bill (H.R. 10) requires the notice to comply with rules that will be developed in regulations to be
issued by the Treasury and permits Treasury to exempt
from the notice requirement those plans that offer
employees a choice between the old and new formulas.
Neither proposal contains rules that would prohibit the
wear -away of previously accrued benefits. But both bills
require Treasury to study and report on the effects of
cash balance or hybrid plan conversions (under the
Senate bill, "significant restructurings of plan benefit
formulas "), including the incidence and effects of
wear -away.

THEBOTTOMLINE
There is nothing inherently sinister about the concept of
a cash balance plan. It is merely one of many types of
plans through which employers can help their employees save for retirement. Moreover, if the goal of retirement plans is to force people to defer some current
income for their retirement, cash balance plans have a
serious edge on 401(k) plans. Participation in a cash
balance plan doesn't depend on the propensity and ability of an individual employee to save voluntarily for
retirement because the employer pays the full freight on
these plans without giving the employee the option of
cash now or retirement income later. And unlike true
defined contribution plans, cash balance plans are
insured by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
and are a departure from the trend in the defined contribution universe of saddling often untrained employees with the responsibility of making critical investment
decisions. Moreover, because cash balance plans are
defined benefit plans, they provide the employer with
funding flexibility, permit the awarding of past service
credits to employees, and permit the creation of early retirement window benefits. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer who specializes in taxes,
investments, and HRIbusiness issues. He is a Certified Internal Auditor and a Registered Investment Advisor. You can
reach him at miltzall @gis.net.
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at's the cost /benefit of your company continuing to
produce a 20- year -old product that it recently
replaced with a newer, less expensive version? That's the question I asked one consumer product manufacturer that had not
paid attention to the fact that the older product was being sold
in low quantities to only two distributors among its nationwide
network.
Products like this, as well as services, can be found in every
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company's portfolio. They are eroding the bottom line because
no one makes an effort to look at a product view of profitability. Some executives say that it's the brand manager's job to

e t

e b o t t om

Vloe-

eliminate poor performers or the manufacturing director's job
to flag production inefficiencies. Others simply say, "We've
always done it like this.'
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In part, the problem can be attributed to the inability
to review individual product performance in an ERP
(enterprise resource planning) system, which is a matter
of learning how to structure detailed profitability reports.
Yet, better information isn't the cure if organizations continue to make decisions from a departmental "silos" view
rather than across the enterprise from a "strategic" view.
As people do with their gardens, companies need to
regularly "weed" their current product portfolios by individual SKU
(stock- keeping unit) before the
seeds of neglect
choke the
g
bottom line. Product
proliferation can add
to business complexity
and unnecessary costs,
such as growth in
inventory due to materials
of nonstandardpurchasing
parts. Rather
than
/

II

relying on others to weed out
poor performers, senior financial executives need to drive this process by establishing a
methodology for tracking and managing product SKUs
from a life -cycle profitability viewpoint —also known as
SKU portfolio management (SPM).

SKUMAINTENANCECOSTS
How much can you save by eliminating certain SKUs?
Consider the cost of maintaining one SKU among
hundreds or thousands in some companies. It can add up
to more than $30,000 annually because of a variety of
factors. Here are some of the underlying costs to produce
one new product a year:
• Manufacturing set -up time;
• Sales and marketing literature development;
• Engineering time to maintain /revise technical
drawings;
• ERP system data and routing maintenance;
• Inventory of products, components, and
replacement parts;
♦ Warranty costs;
♦ Purchasing time.
How does product proliferation impact the purchasing
function? In one instance, a move to standardized components and a subsequent reduction of nonperforming
SKUs helped a company to increase its leveraged buying
and decrease its suppliers from 27 to one. By aggregating
purchases, this manufacturer not only gained volume dis34
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counts but also eliminated the complexity of managing
27 frequently generated purchase order transactions and
corresponding annual vendor contracts.
What does product proliferation do to the ERP system?
Imagine having more than 5,000 individual SKUs that
undergo constant changes in design, application, authorized suppliers, and pricing. In the exacting dimensions
of most ERP packages, each change in an SKU's base
characteristics or bill of materials will necessitate a
change in the ERP system data master. Managing the
dynamics of a large SKU base whose characteristics are
constantly changing will add significant time, cost, and
data complexities, resulting in significant growth of the
Information Systems department budgets over time.
CFOs may feel some foot - dragging from the marketing
department at the thought of cutting SKUs, but the loss
in sales may be worth the increase in profitability from
the shareholders' viewpoint. Consider the following
example: A large pharmaceutical company that recently
completed an SKU rationalization project trimmed 20%
of their existing product line, despite major concerns by
the marketing department that they would lose significant market share. The end results: They incurred a 5%
short -term reduction in sales while gaining a 60%
increase in net profits and a 25% increase in share price.
Most of the customers migrated to other, more profitable

products that replaced the eliminated products. It was
clear the marketing department was more concerned
with meeting revenue -based objectives vs. the company's
overall bottom line performance. A formal process of
SKU evaluation will not only build departmental consensus, but it will help the management team view the entire
SKU portfolio in relation to the attainment of focused
strategic business objectives.

10 variables that everyone agrees on. Financial and market considerations are two key elements to integrate, and
you can examine their relationships as the process begins.
Some common attributes in both areas are:
♦ Financial:profitability, sales, gross margin, warranty
costs, inventory turns.
♦ Market.market share, market share growth, competitive posture, complementary or accessory value, a
product's image in the marketplace.

TRACKINGANDMANAGINGSKUVALUE

PRODUCTS

A

Attribute Scores
(weighted score
Market Share
(30% weight)

5 (1.5)

7 (2.1)

10 (3)

(60% weight)

8 (4.8)

2 (1.2)

5 (3)

Complementary Sales
(10% weight)

1 (0.1)

10 (1.0)

Profit Margin

Total of Weighted Scores

6.4

The Portfolio Mean Performance Score

4 (0.4)

4.3
=

What is a successful stock - keeping unit? Every company
has a different answer based on its marketplace. The idea
is to build a hierarchy of attributes and weight them
according to importance. Consider using the "Delphi
technique," an objective and reiterative consensusbuilding process, to understand common interests of
manufacturing, marketing, and finance. The process
requires participants to rank and weight variables independently. Then the individual results are compared to
identify congruencies and repeated as needed to derive a
clear consensus of priority. It's also important to note
that some SKUs have complementary relationships that
must be factored into the criteria —e.g., the sales of one
SKU may be dependent upon the sales of another SKU,
such as accessory products related to a base product.
Some companies may end up with up to 50 attributes,
but the team must prioritize and select the top eight or

What's happening to the company's product line over
time? To understand this question it is necessary to establish a current product performance baseline using attributes such as market share, product profit contribution,
and complementary sales relationships. Every product
should be rated on a 1 -10 scale for each performance
attribute, the attributes should then be weighted for
importance (example: product profit contribution may
be weighted heavier than market share), and each product should be scored by the summation of the weighted
attributes.
The greater the score for a particular product, the more
relevant that product is to the portfolio. An overall mean
score can be used to establish the baseline for the entire
portfolio.
Here's an example of three products measured by three
attributes: market share, profit margin contribution,
and degree of complementary sales of other products
(e.g., does the product facilitate accessory sales such as a
consumer water filtration device that uses consumable
cartridges ?).

in

Attributes

Baseline

parentheses):

What products produce the most value in the garden?
How should a company look at SKUs and weed out the
poor performers? How can CFOs know if there's a problem with too many SKUs?
An SKU portfolio management process to track product life cycles can help finance work together with marketing and manufacturing to compare products over time
to determine which ones to nurture or eliminate. A company's business strategy can be linked to this process and
measured with a scorecard for improving the business
financially. That way the executive management team has
the ability to make solid decisions on what to keep,
delete, or standardize.
For those companies with short product life cycles,
such as technology -based companies, the process should
occur more frequently, say bi- monthly. Companies with
longer product life cycles, such as durable goods manufacturers, can track SKUs quarterly or annually.
Here are six areas you need to examine in order to
establish an SKU portfolio management process:

6.4

5.7 "Performance Baseline"

Recalculating attribute scores over time will allow the
team to identify trends and discover which products are
"star" performers. This baseline is also useful for estabMa r c h 2 0 0 2
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lishing baseline feasibility requirements when
the company's designers are developing new
product applications —a new product can be
compared to other successful products in the
portfolio to predict its score and compare it to
the mean score of the portfolio. It also guides
strategic decisions about the need to either
replace or complement a product. In the
example above, product "B" may be considered for elimination since it is below the portfolio mean score (4.3 vs. 5.7).

FpeL•SKU CONTRIBUTION TO GROSS MARGIN

Data Collection

This is a process that may need to be established
in your ERP system to gain a product and market data profile by individual SKUs, which is
especially important to understanding individual SKU contribution to profitability. In
general, data to be collected should accurately
represent the attributes selected to analyze SKU performance. Understanding the true profit contribution of an
individual SKU may require an activity -based costing
(ABC) approach for product - related financial data.
Graphic Models

Graphic models are helpful representations of the portfolio because they integrate the various product attribute

scores into visible dimensional relationships. By looking
at a product portfolio graphically in various configurations, it becomes easier to build consensus across department lines based on what's important to each group.
Over time, competitive influences can be identified.
A waterfall chart can illustrate a company's most powerful SKUs, which are usually the top 20% that produce
80% of the profit. They are typically those in highest

FVn2:SKU PERFORMANCE TRENDS BUBBLE CHART 1999 -2001
Super Star
SKU

2000

2001

New Super
Star SKUs

•

•

•

1999

•

0
Emerging
Star SKU
Financial Performance

Financial Performance
Poor Performing
SKUs to evaluate as
elimination/standardization
candidates
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demand in the broadest market segments and hold the
highest gross margins. Products outside this 20% category
may be good candidates for elimination unless the company needs them from a market niche or competitive
standpoint. Figure 1 shows a typical waterfall chart that
documents profit contribution by SKU. It's evident from
the chart that a limited portion of the product portfolio
contributes to profits.
Another useful graph is a "bubble" chart, which can be
produced with many standard spreadsheet software programs, such as Excel. A bubble chart allows a multiple
dimensional view on a two -axis plane by varying the size
and shape of individual bubbles. It's useful for comparing
multiple attributes. Figure 2 shows a bubble chart (using
software from the Atlantis Group) that clearly illustrates a
three -year trend focused on financial and market share
attributes. The size of the bubbles indicates the magnitude of the product in the portfolio (relative importance
in market size, sales volume, and gross profit contribution). Executives can plainly see the emergence of important SKUs to nurture and recognize the losers or SKUs

with declining importance.

financial managers are required to cooperate in the analysis and preparation of a comprehensive SKU /product
plan linked to the projected profit- and -loss statement.
What does your company do best? Over time, an SKU
portfolio management process allows companies to identify real key characteristics of success. Decisions can be
based on facts vs. subjective criteria. CFOs now have
another way to minimize resources and improve profitability across the entire enterprise.
In the case of the manufacturer described earlier, the
associated resource costs and subsequent losses caused by
carrying older, obsolete SKUs became clear after the company adopted an SPM process. The company discontinued these low performers and reassigned the resources to
more productive SKUs, which resulted in an immediate
increase in profitability. ■
Tim Allen is a senior consultant at PRAGMATEK
Consulting Group, a Minneapolis -based management
consulting and e- business firm. Before Tim began his consulting career, he was the CEO of a $50 million manufacturer of stainless steel products. You can reach him at
tim.allen@pragmatek.com.

Man agemen t R eporti ng

A short, graphical, trend - oriented
presentation works well for showing
SKU financials to executive management. Use some of the graphical
models just described (waterfall and
bubble charts) along with some specific SKU performance examples. It's
also a good idea to provide a pro
forma profit -and -loss statement
demonstrating the impact of eliminating underperforming SKUs. Most
companies that have SKU portfolio
management programs in place
include this report as standard input
to the annual planning process.
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E a r n t h e C e r t i f ic a t e i n B u s i n e s s M a n a g e m e n t a n d t h e C e r t i f i e d B u s i n e s s M a n a g e r ( C B M )
D e s ig n a t i o n e it h e r b y t a k i n g t h e t w o - p a r t e x a m i n a t i o n o r t h r o u g h t h e G r a n d f a t h e r C l a u s e .
A business professional who is both a specialist in a chosen field and a generalist across a broad
range of additional business disciplines is extremely valuable to an organization in today's
business world.The generalist can communicate comfortably and negotiate competently with
his /her team as well as with in th e glo b al n etwo rk.Th e cro ss - fu n ctio n al kn o wled ge o b tain ed
from t he CBM p ro gr am will m ake y o u a n d ef fectiv e team p lay e r an d b u sin e ss m an ager.
The CBM designation was created by Mr. S. Rao Vallabhaneni, who is an educator, author,
publish er a nd prac tio n er in th e b u s in es s f ield .Th e C BM c red en tial b ro a d en s y o u r kn o w led ge,
enhances your understanding, and thus equips you to take on greater challenges to pursue a
wid er ra nge o f car ee r o p p o rt u n ities an d to in cr eas e y o u r ear n in g p o ten tial. Th e C BM d e sign a tio n
is the only generalist certification in the business field.
If y ou a lrea dy have a p ro f essio n al cer tif icat e in a b u sin ess sp e cia lty , y o u m a y ac q u ir e a
ge n er a lis t ce r tif ica t e , th e C BM , f o r a lim ite d tim e , t h ro u gh t h e G ra n d fa t h er C la u s e. A ft e r
th e G r a n df a t h e r C la u s e t im e e x p ir e s, y o u will b e r e q u ir e d to t a ke a tw o -p a rt e x am in at io n t o
earn the CBM.

Bes t Prac tic es

Companies that have deployed a
successful SPM methodology have
integrated it into the annual financial planning process and have
adapted their ERP systems to collect
and manage appropriate market and
financial performance data from an
SKU perspective. Marketing and

�P
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Individuals working in several business specialties and who have earned certain specialty
cert ific ations are eligib le t o a p p ly fo r th e CBM d esig n at io n u n d er t h e G ran d fat h er Cla u se .To see
if you qualify, and for details on how to apply, please visit our web s ite: www .c bmexam .c om or
call us at 323- 936 -6757.
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He lpin g Business Specialists Become Business Generalists

A

A s s o c i a t i o n o f P r o f e s s i o n a l s i n B u s i n e s s M a n a ge m e n t , I n c .
4929 W il shi re Bl vd ^ Suite 930 • Los Angeles, CA 90010 -3825 • USA
raoress1onncsP /F: 323 - 936 - 6757/6171 • www.cbmexam.com • Email: info@cbmexam.com
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The increase in affordable broadband Internet connections such
as cable modems and DSl. connections has caught the attention
of business people who want to access corporate data systems
from home. But significant security risks accompany these highspeed connections that can expose both the home system and
the business data network.

While it has achieved a robust interconnection of computers, the Internet's
design has inherent security weaknesses as a platform for commerce. These
I

originally designed for a network of trusted defense research computers.
i

Basic security requirements such as authentication and encryption are com-

Z

o

weaknesses are largely due to the fact that the underlying technologies were

U

pletely missing in these standards. As a result, the Internet provides only a

Z

0

weak foundation for secure business communication, and its weaknesses are

F

magnified for those using broadband connections.
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RISKS

Fgpn 2:P ACKE T S POOF ING

These vulnerabilities can lead to loss of data, corruption
of software, and interruption of use. Broadband security
risks are often attributable to the packet - switching architecture of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP /IP), design flaws in operating systems and
application software, and other factors.
The packet- switching design of the Internet is vulnerable because the packets travel through a public data network. Packets are routed from one computer to another
using IP addresses. If someone has access to any portion
of the route, and if they can identify which packets are
yours based on the IP address, they can observe, modify,
and /or redirect those packets. Unfortunately, the Internet
is full of ways for others to observe and access your packets, including packet sniffing, packet spoofing, and man in- the - middle attacks.
Software called packet sniffers can be configured to
capture packets going to or from a computer. Once captured, these packets can be reassembled, making your
original message or file available to the eavesdropper.
While packet sniffers can be used to scan a large number
of packets and to search for key words or names, they are
most effective when the intruder knows the IP address of
the sender or recipient.
Cable and DSL technologies can create a "persistent" IP
address. For a dial -up user, IP addresses are usually
assigned at the beginning of a session. For a typical home
or small business user, this IP address is highly transient.
Each time they establish a dial -up connection with their
Internet service provider (ISP) they are given an IP for
that particular session. But as soon as that session is terminated, that IP address is released back to the ISP to be
reassigned to another user.

FigureL•PACKET SNIFFING
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When broadband users initially connect, they are
assigned an IP for that session. But because many users
either always leave their computers on or are connected
via a home network device that is always left on, these
sessions can last for days or months. As a result, the
assigned IP address becomes "persistent" even though it is
technically assigned only temporarily. If an attacker
knows a persistent IP address, they can set up a packet
sniffer targeting the specific IP address they want to scan.
Cable modems have one additional feature that creates
risk. Most cable modem networks are wired in what is
called a trunk and branch system. This system creates
something similar to a local area network for each neighborhood that is connected. The majority of these systems
are configured so every packet that is originated by, or
bound for, a computer connected to the cable system in a
given neighborhood flows past all the other computers
connected in that neighborhood. If poorly designed, this
system would allow any computer attached to the cable
network to listen to the packets of another computer.
Many office local area network designs have the same
exposure, but in an office everyone works for the same
company, so the level of exposure is different. Figure 1
depicts a typical packet - sniffing scenario.
IP spoofing. While a persistent IP can expose a computer to packet sniffing, other, more insidious attacks are
possible. Besides listening, it's possible for someone else
who knows your IP address to create packets that appear
to originate from your computer but, in fact, originate
from theirs. This is called IP spoofing. Other systems that
rely on the source IP address alone to determine the identity of the packets could be fooled in this manner. (See
Figure 2.)

1.CLOSETHEFRONTDOOR.
The first step is to secure your computer's
operating system. The Microsoft® Windows® operating system supports a service
called Print and File Sharing. This service
can be quite useful for computers connected to LANs, but
it does expose computers connected to the Internet. If
these services are turned on, someone might be able to
view, modify, or delete any of the files on your computer.
To make matters worse, this service basically advertises
itself to the outside world. Hacker tools have been
designed to search across the Internet looking for the IP
addresses of computers that have this service turned on,

FigareIMAN - IN- THE - MIDDLE
ATTACK
i 1 1

1

WhatBobandCarolthinkishappening.
gir

Man-In-the-middle attack. In this type of attack, the
packets being sent between two computers are captured
and modified by a third party. As a result, the two parties
may share trusted information or may rely on information they think is trustworthy but isn't. (See Figure 3.)
Vlrwm represent another major risk to computers
connected to the Internet. Many are sent through e-mail.
For example, the Melissa macro virus was delivered as an
e -mail attachment. The attachment was a Microsoft®
Word® document that contained the. virus code. Opening
the attachment executed a Visual Basic program that sent
the virus out to the first 50 people in the user's address
book. The speed at which Melissa spread was amazing.
The first instances of the virus were detected on a Friday.
By Monday the virus had infected more than 100,000
computers and disrupted or shut down e-mail service at a
number of companies. One firm reported having over
32,000 Melissa- infected e- mails.
Other viruses exploit weaknesses in common Internet
protocols, including TCP /IP. For example, a hacker tool
called Back Orifice was released by the Cult of the Dead
Cow (cDc) in 1998 and has been circulating on the Internet ever since. It runs on Windows 9x and NT systems,
and once a computer has been infected with Back Orifice
and is connected to the Internet, it can be completely
controlled by another computer. Files and directories on
the infected computer can be copied and deleted, and
programs can be sent to the infected computer and executed. A complete log of all keystrokes also can be created, allowing the attacker to capture user names and
passwords.
While these risks are significant, the majority of them
can be eliminated or substantially reduced. Here are three
steps you can take to protect a computer connected to the
Internet, even with an always -on broadband connection.

1

Whatisreallyhappening.

and computers with persistent IP addresses are more vulnerable. You can configure this service to require a password, but the password system is highly vulnerable and
can be hacked. The Apple Macintosh operating system
also has this vulnerability. Fortunately, you can disable
File and Print Sharing.
The version of the operating system you choose also
matters. In general, the consumer versions of Microsoft
Windows (including Windows 3.1, 95, 98,and Me) are
less secure than the corporate versions (including Windows NT 3.5, 4.0,and Windows 2000).For example, a
computer running Windows 95 doesn't have to be configured to require a password before it is used, while a Windows N T machine does. Similarly, the file system used on
most of the consumer versions of Windows doesn't support subdirectory and /or file level password protection,
whereas the corporate versions can be configured to protect both subdirectories and files with special passwords.
The latest Windows operating system, Windows XP, was
supposed to offer a higher level of security in the consumer version of the product, but it also has proven vulnerable to hacker takeovers. With XP you have to decide
whether to turn on its firewall utility.
A final step in basic protection is to have a virus protection program installed and running on your computer.
Most popular virus scanning software can be configured
to scan all e-mail attachments and other downloads for
malicious code. (See sidebar, p. 42,for providers.)
Some virus scanning systems require that you manually initiate a virus scan for them to detect changes in your
system. This configuration is weaker than having a system
configured to be running anytime your computer is
turned on. Also, you must regularly update your virus
scanner.
M arch 2 0 0 2
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ports are common.
While many, if not most, of the probes don't represent
a serious attack on your machine (provided you've taken
proper security precautions), the attacker could gain useful information that may lead to an attack. For example, a
common probe is called the TCP OS probe. Using sophisticated tools, an attacker can scan a large number of systerns to determine what operating system each is using. If
vulnerability in your operating system is discovered, then
your system may be entered into the attacker's database
for future exploit.
One of the biggest challenges in using a firewall is
determining when to either close or allow a hole in the
firewall. If a tight or very secure stance is initially taken
(don't let anything through that you are not specifically
told to let through) you guarantee that your firewall will
report a number of blocked attempts —both in and out of
your system. Depending on how your system reports and
manages these blocked attempts, you may find the first
42
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♦
♦
♦
♦

BlacklCE Defender from Network ICE Corporation
(recently acquired by Internet Security Systems)
(www.iss.net) [A security hole was discovered in

♦

♦

through

and

Microsoft

running

BlacklCE

Defender, ver. 2.9, for systems
on
Windows 2000
XP. A patch is avail able for download from the ISS website or
the program itself.]

♦

attack. Addresses used by broadband vendors are often
the target of these probes.
During the port probe, the attacker uses software to
examine what ports exist on your system and if they are
open or vulnerable for attack. For example, a NetBIOS
port probe can be run across a large number of IP
addresses to see if the file and print sharing services are
turned on. Similar probes to examine FTP ports,
pcAnywhereTm ports, and UDP (User Datagram Protocol)

PC- cillin 2000 from Trend Micro
(www.antivirus.com)

PERSONAL F I R E WA L L S

♦

day. Many intruders conduct large -scale port scans over a
range of IP addresses to identify vulnerable targets for

McAfee VirusScan from McAfee.com Corporation
(www.mcafee.com)

Norton Personal Firewall from Symantec
Corporation (www.symantec.com)
ZoneAlarm Pro from Zone Labs
(www.zonelabs.com)
McAfee.com Personal Firewall by McAfee.com
Corporation (www.mcafee.com)
Sygate Personal Firewall by Sygate Technologies
(www.sygate.com)

VIRTUAL P RIVATE N E T W O RK I N G
RE S OURCE S
Internet Engineering Task Force, Network Work in Group,
p, "Security Architecture for the Internet Pro ♦

should change the settings. For example, it isn't uncommon for a firewall to report one or more attack events per

Norton Antivirus from Symantec Corporation
(www.symantec.com)

tocol," located at www.ietf.orP-/rfc /rfc2401.txt. The
same group has a number of other technical documents describing various aspects of IPSec. For an
overview, see "IP Security Document Roadmap,"
located at www.ietf.org/rfc /rfc2411.txt.
Microsoft provides a number of background
papers and technical resources related to their integration and support for virtual private networking
(www.microsoft.com/von).
♦

predetermined settings. For example, one of the popular
programs lets you choose low to medium to high security
during installation. Once you've selected a particular level
of security, the firewall goes to work. Now comes the fun.
As the firewall goes about enforcing the security policies
that you have set, it will report attempts from the outside
to breach those policies. Of course, the tighter the setting,
the more items to report. (See sidebar for personal firewall products.)
The difficulty is in understanding the information provided by the firewall and determining how or if you

VIRUS PROTECTION SOF TWARE

RedCreek Communications (recently acquired by
Sonic Wall) is focused on delivering both hardware
and software to create virtual private networking
♦

The next step in securing
secur
your computer is
to install and configuree a firewall. A firewall
is a set of security poh
policies implemented
through hardware and/or software.
Most personal firewall software comes with a set of

solutions. Their website (www.redcreek.com) con tains a number of helpful resources.
Cisco Systems supports a variety of virtual private network solutions built on their router technolo♦

2.LOCKTHEDOOR.

gies. Their website (www.cisco.com) provides
product descriptions and technical background
resources.

Figurek A VIRTUAL PRIVATE
NETWORK ILLUSTRATED
TheInternet

few sessions using the firewall rather confusing and frustrating. You also can be confronted with firewall warnings
and messages as you do the things you have always done
on your computer. This is a critical stage. Be careful of
creating a hole that can later be exploited by a hacker.
Most firewall vendors offer both telephone and Web support that describes particular events and whether or not
they are really critical.

3.PULLDOWNTHESHADES
For many users, the first two steps are all you
need, but if you plan to access private data
networks, such as a corporate computer system or intranet, one further step is worth considering. The measures taken so far have reduced the
opportunity for those outside to access your computer and
the programs and files stored on it, but what about the
information flowing between your computer and your company? Remember, information that is transmitted online is
exposed to eavesdropping. Virtual private networking
(VPN) is a technology that allows a public data network
such as the Internet to be used to transmit information in a
secure manner. (See sidebar for VPN resources.)
Similar to firewall technology, the technical details of
VPN can be quite overwhelming and should be left to security professionals. But here are some basics. (See Figure 4.)
A virtual private network between your home computer and an office system first authenticates you as a valid
user of the office system and then establishes a secure
tunnel. While the concepts behind virtual private networks are relatively straightforward, the actual technology
is complex and somewhat immature. Currently, there is
no single standard for establishing a virtual private network connection between two systems. For example, a
variety of encryption techniques are available including
DES, DES3, MD5, and Blowfish, each with varying
degrees of sophistication and security.
The most significant attempt to establish a standard for
VPNs is the IPSec (IP Security Protocol), but it has been

criticized as too complex to provide adequate protection
(generally the more complex a security system, the higher
the chance it can be improperly configured and therefore
broken). As an additional challenge, the VPN implementation in Microsoft® Windows 20000 combined IPSec with
another technology called L2TP,potentially making Windows 2000 incompatible with other pure IPSec products.
Nevertheless, VPN technology represents the future for
business on the Internet. A new standard for the IP protocol is currently under review that includes, among other changes, support for VPN and packet encryption.

INTEGRATEDSOLUTIONS
Operating systems, virus protection, firewalls, and virtual
private networks can be used to form an integrated security solution for your computer. In fact, some of the products offered combine one or more of these tools. For
example, several firewall products come with virus protection software included. Similarly, firewall/VPN products
are being introduced that allow a corporate security policy
to be established and verified before a computer connects
to the VPN server. A natural extension of the integration of
these services is for them to be included in the operating
system. For example, Windows 2000 Professional comes
with a VPN client integrated into the operating system.
The availability of affordable broadband connections
to the Internet is creating a second wave of users and
opportunities. But users should weigh the risks and take
appropriate precautions. Remember to first close the
front door by turning off the file and print sharing service, maximizing your available password protection, and
utilizing current virus protection software. Then lock the
door by installing a well- configured firewall. Corporate
and intranet users should pull down the shades with a
virtual private network. With these measures you can
minimize the risks of a broadband Internet connection
while you enjoy the fantastic speed it provides. ■
Jack M. Cathey, CPA ,Ph.D., is an associate professor in the
Department of Accounting of the Belk College of Business
Administration at the University of North Carolina,
Charlotte. You can reach him at (704) 687 -4408 or
imcathey @email. uncc. edu.
Casper E. Wiggins Jr., CPA, DBA, is the Big Five Distinguished Professor of Accounting in the Department of
Accounting of the Belk College of Business Administration
at the University of North Carolina, Charlotte. You can
reach him at (704) 687 -3620 or cwiggins @email.uncc.edu.
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Showing Employees
the

Value of Their

STOCK OPTIONS
BY NAN CY T H O R L E Y H I L L AND K E V I N T . S T E V E N S

the wake of the recent downturn in the
market, it may appear as if all stock
options at many companies are —and will
remain — underwater. When the economy takes a nosedive, employees assume the worst about their option
plans and almost instinctively view them as worthless if
underwater. And when stock options sink, morale goes
with them. Yet what really matters is the value employees
can reasonably expect the options to have when exercised
four, five, or even 10 years in the future. They could be
worth more, worth less, or worthless.
Unfortunately, employees forget stock options are a
long -term reward and most likely will rebound in time.
Instead, they instinctively focus on whether their options
are in the money today. Here's why arming employees
with option models makes sense now more than ever,
especially since employees at 40% of the companies that
issued stock options in 1999 are currently out of the
money, according to TIAA -CREF, one of the largest
financial service providers in the world. (TIAA -CREF
stands for Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
College Retirement Equities Fund.)
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WHYEMPLOYEESNEEDACCESSTOOPTIONMODELS
Most employees value their options simply by comparing
today's market price to the exercise price. Therein lies the
problem. You can help employees think about options
differently by arming them with the ability and data to
use an option - pricing model to value stock options under
varying and reasonable assumptions. Providing employees with this powerful tool allows them to make more
reasoned decisions about the value of —and the incentive
provided by —their option portfolio.
There are two main reasons employees should know
about option models. First, they want to be able to estimate their total compensation package, which often
includes options. Second, when employees perceive their
options as worthless, the options become a disincentive
rather than the incentive they are meant to be.
In the "old days," say 10 years ago, employees had a
pretty good idea about how much they were getting paid
through salaries and/or bonuses. They could easily calculate their current total compensation, estimate their likely
pay in the future, compare themselves to their peers or
their responsibilities, and make informed decisions. With

E s p e c i a l l y in a

A10
Declining Market
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-
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C
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the advent of noncash rewards such as stock options in
compensation plans, employees need option - pricing
models in order to estimate a significant part of their
total compensation.
Since employee stock options can be a significant part
of an individual's wealth portfolio, employees who focus
only on the intrinsic value of the options today may lose
sight of the true value of their options and the long -term
benefits that stock options are intended to provide. Perceptions that the options will turn out to be worthless
may very well act as a disincentive to workers. When
options are perceived as disincentives, dysfunctional
behavior could result in lower - quality work and employees leaving the firm, demanding higher salaries or reloaded options, and so on. Not a good situation for any
business.
What's more is that failing to provide employees with

the ability to value their options in a reasonable manner
may indeed make it more likely that the options remain
underwater: Employees who focus only on today's bad
news are less likely to be incented to work harder to help
change the price in the future. The disincented workforce
can actually create a self - fulfilling prophecy and contribute to continued depressed stock prices.

NAIVEOPTIONMODELSLEADTONAIVEDECISIONS
The Black - Scholes option- pricing model is by far the
most popular approach. Articles such as "Computing
Employee Stock Option Values with a Spreadsheet" in the
July 1997 issue of Management Accounting and "FASB 123:
Putting Together the Pieces" in the January 1996 issue of
,Journal ofAccountancy provide Lotus and Excel diagrams
of how to construct a Black - Scholes option - pricing model. Of course, relatively sophisticated employees may
actually use approaches like these to value their stock
options. But have an average employee walk around in an
option - pricing model, and they may get lost. The average
employee is still unfamiliar with option - pricing models,
and, furthermore, even those aware of such models may
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not have the time and /or expertise
to fully understand the assumptions underneath those models
and /or how to get the data the

W&L-• V AL U I N G O P T I O N S D Y N A M I C A L L Y
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Price
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year. With this approach, options at

$20.00
$20.00
Exercise
Price
$20.00
$20.00
..r...........................
.....................................................................................................................................
$5.00 .
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
Market Price
.............. I.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................
6.5%...............6:5 ..................................6.5%...............6.5%
Interest Rate
... ...............................
Dividend Yield
Zero
Zero
Zero .
Zero
.....................................................................................................
...............................
...
...............................
Term
10 years
10 years
1, 2, 3, & 4 years*
10 years .
... ...................................................................................................................................................................
45%
30%
Volatility
30%
45%
� ...... ..... ... .... ... .........
$65,445
$7,935
Resulting Black.Scholes Value $113,823 $133,591

or below the money appear to be

* Samevolatility but exercise 2,500 options over each of the next year four years.

models require. So they turn to
naive approaches. They simply
judge the value of the options as
today's spread between fair market
value and option price or by
assuming a constant rate of
increase of, say, 5% or 10% per

"worthless," while options in the
money appear to be worth simply the excess of the market value over the option price.
We consider this approach naive for two reasons. First,
managers are, of course, taking the options in lieu of
something, such as current cash compensation. This is
particularly the case for emerging, cash- strapped companies that often rely heavily on stock options to attract and
compensate employees. It seems unlikely that the options
are truly worth zero or else why would companies offer
them, and why do employees accept them? Second,
employees take the options, not for their value now but
for what they will be worth down the road. While it does
matter a great deal for tax purposes whether the options
are in or out of the money at the grant date, what matters
perhaps even more is the present value of what the
options may be worth in the future when they are exercised. A naive model that values the options at a particular point in time doesn't consider the potential future
value of those options.

ENABLINGEMPLOYEESTOUSETHEMODELS
Companies should train employees to use the Black Scholes option - pricing model just as they train them to
use other sophisticated models under varying levels of
uncertainty. For example, capital investment decision
models consider the range of possible outcomes from
failure through varying levels of success under differing
factors, such as external (e.g., level of competition) and
internal (e.g., manufacturing constraints). Companies
should enable employees to use a similar approach to
valuing the stock option component of their compensation under a range of assumptions, including external
(e.g., interest rates) and internal (e.g., number of options,
stock price volatility) factors. These assumptions lead to a
range of outcomes.
46
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We encourage a variety of approaches: conducting
model demonstrations, building Web -based spreadsheets
of models that individuals can tailor, and providing hard to- calculate factors related to the models. For example,
you could provide information to Human Resources and
help host a series of demonstrations on the use of and,
more important, the assumptions underneath and range
of outcomes possible from an option - pricing model. Be
sure employees know that the Black- Scholes model
should be viewed as useful for providing a range of estimates rather than as an exact prediction of the value.
Estimates allow employees to get some feel for the relative
effect that changes in different assumptions have on the
stock options' worth.
You could also provide Web- based, continually updated spreadsheet versions of the option - pricing model that
are adaptable for individuals to use. Employees then
could incorporate and tailor data specific to their option
grants: the number of options, date granted, exercise
price, assumed date of exercise, and the like. Such a model would let them value their own options under varying
scenarios, such as assuming different exercise dates, market prices, or interest rates.
Since individual employees may not be able to easily or
efficiently calculate some components that the option pricing model requires, you can provide and update factors that are common to all employee options via your
company's website. Providing the hard -to- calculate factors like volatility and dividend yield makes it more likely
that employees will take advantage of the models available. Take the volatility factor, for instance. You could regularly provide data on volatility, a key component of the
option - pricing model, which measures the fluctuation of
the company's stock over a certain period of time. Updating the volatility factor is critical as different employees

will use the model to value the options at different times.
(On a side note, some academic research suggests that
volatility should be calculated using monthly rates of
return over a five -year time period and, for nonpublicly
traded firms, recommends using data from publicly traded comparable firms based on industry and size.)

HOWTHEBLACK-SCHOLESMODELWORKS
The key factors in the Black - Scholes model are fair market value at the date of grant, exercise price, volatility of
the firm's stock return, risk -free interest rate, option
term, and dividend yield. Some of these factors are
unique to and known by the employee receiving the
grant: Employees know the fair market value at the date
of grant, exercise price, and when they plan to exercise
the options. This is important because while many option
terms are 10 years, options typically are exercisable within
a shorter time period. Option - pricing models allow
employees to incorporate the effect of their unique time
horizons on the value of their options.
Table 1 shows the value of an option assuming a set of
factors: exercise price, market price, interest rate, dividend yield, option term, and volatility. The table also
reports the resulting option values under different
assumptions. Because volatility and option term are the
two most critical'factors (according to Coopers &
Lybrand, Stock Options. Accounting, Valuation, and Management Issues, 1993),we'll demonstrate the effect of
changing each parameter as well as the result of a sharp
decrease in share price.
Volatility

Let's assume a grant of 10,000 options at the money
(market price equals exercise price) on stock with a five year volatility of 30%. The options may appear to be
worthless, yet, as shown in Table 1, the option - pricing
model estimates a value of roughly $114,000 for the
10,000 options. Of course, it's important to stress to
employees that this is only an estimate. Employees can
then judge for themselves whether the assumptions are
realistic and can change them if need be. For example,
assume a recent acquisition appears likely to increase the
volatility of the stock returns. If we change the volatility
in our example to 45 %,employees will see the estimated
value of their options increase to about $134,000.(See
Table 1, Column 2).Higher volatility leads to higher possible returns because of higher risk. Thus, an employee
may want to consider exercising the options earlier, which
leads us to the second key factor: option term.

Term

Though the option term is usually 10 years, employees
often exercise otherwise identical options at different
times. For example, a young manager may be willing to
accept the risk inherent in the stock price's 4 5 % volatility
in our example and consider holding the options for 10
years before exercising. But other employees, like those
close to retirement, may want to exercise the options as
they vest and sell the stock to minimize risk. For example,
the estimated value of the options today, assuming
that the employee exercises 25% of the options over each
of the next four years, is $65,445,or nearly $70,000 less
than if held for 10 years. (See Table 1, Column 3).
Underwater Options

Under almost all assumptions, the model assigns value to
the options even when they are underwater. (See Table 1,
Column 4).For example, assume the market price drops
to $5 per share from $20.The option - pricing model
assigns a value of about $8,000 to the options, but, of
course, if the stock price remains anywhere below the
option price, the options will be worthless. In this case,
the option - pricing model shows the relatively dramatic
decrease in wealth of about $96,000 from $113,823,
which is the value at the $20 option price, to $7,935 at the
$5 option price.

CREATINGAWIN-WINSITUATION
Stock options can be a powerful employee incentive or
disincentive. Furthermore, the option - pricing model may
reveal that under all but the rosiest assumptions the
options are indeed likely to be worthless. If this is the
case, it seems only ethical to let employees know so they
can plan their retirement or consider other alternatives.
It makes sense for both employees and employers to
teach employees how to use the option - pricing models.
Employees win because they learn to see their options as
long -term benefits, and the company wins because the
options may remain the incentive they were intended to
be —not the disincentive they can become when they take
an all- too - familiar plunge underwater. ■
Nancy Thorley Hill, Ph.D., is an associate professor of
accountancy at DePaul University in Chicago. You can
reach her at(312) 362 -8815 or nhill ftppost.depaul.edu.
Kevin T. Stevens, DBA, is a professor of accountancy at
DePaul University and can be contacted at(312) 362 -6989
or kstevens@wynost.depaul.edu.
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create

exceed what the stock market expects your
company will earn.

Financial metrics to measure performance, guide decision

BY
TO M C O P E L AND

making, and gauge whether shareholder value is created are
being used more today than at any other time in recent corporate history. But of all the fashionable value calculations, the
biggest determinant of total return to shareholders is still
meeting, beating, or missing what the stock market expects a
company to earn.
Financial metrics such as earnings, earnings per share
growth, economic value added (EW —the residual income or
loss above or below the opportunity cost of capital), or even
the percent increase in economic value added do not correlate

W

with the total return to shareholders, according to an analysis
market's

expectations

by Monitor Corporate Finance. Only changes in the stock

3
Z

0

of these metrics correlate with total

return to shareholders.
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Figure I Financial Snapshot, Sears vs. Wal-Mart, 1994-1997

Sears l
1994

1995

1996

1997

CAGR

1994

$54.6

$34.9

$38.2

$41.3

8.9%

$82.5

3.4

3.1

3.5

3.9

4.7%

3.6

1.2

0.0%

Wal -Mart
1995
1996
1997

CAGR

ROIC

$118.0

4.1

4.1

4.4

3.1

$

2.7

$

104.9
$

$
$

$

93.6

$

2.6

$

1.3

$

$

1.0

$

1.2

$

$

Net Income (billions)2

$

$

EBIT (billions)

$

(billions)

$

SalesRevenue

3.5

19.5%

-5.3%

-4.2%

-5.2%

10.4%

8.9%

8.9%

9.8%

9.1%

7.3%

8.1%

7.5%

12.5%

10.0%

11.0%

10.6%

10.4%

- 12.6%

- 12.3%

- 12.7%

-2.1%

-1.1%

-2.1%

-0.8%

$21.66

$28.20

$30.19

$34.22

33.54

34.56

36.60

2.24

-$ 3.56

-$ 3.72

-$ 4.33

-$ 5.80

-$ 0.16

-$ 0.61

WACC
ROIC-WACC

6.9%

$29.84

$

16.5%

$

(billions)

$

Invested Capital
7.0%

$

-$ 0.63

0.36 -$ 0.73

$

(billions)

$

Economic Profit (EP)
0.28

1 Excludes Allstate

0.27 -$ 0.37

$

(billions)

$

ChangeinEP
0.45

2 Before extraordinary items

EBIT-EarningsBeforeInterestandTaxes,ROIC-ReturnonInvestedCapital,WACC-WeightedAverageCostofCapital,CAGR-CompoundAnnualGrowthRate

net income grew 10.4% per year, and Sears' was comTraditional measures of performance are contemporaneous, e.g., this year's growth in earnings. But the stock
pletely flat. Wal -Mart used less capital to grow; its capital
base grew only 7 % compared with 16.5% at Sears. Finally,
price depends on expectations of future performance.
if you use economic value added as a criterion, Wal -Mart
This means that the subjective difference between actual
"destroyed" cumulative shareholder wealth of only $2 biland budgeted (read "expected ") performance takes on
added significance. That makes communication of earnlion, while Sears "destroyed" $9.37 billion. Yet when you
look at the total return to shareholders over the same
ings expectations from top management, externally to
securities analysts and internally
to lower levels of management,
Figure 2- Total Return to Shareholders, Sears vs. Wal -Mart, 1994 -1997
crucial for the success of the comBetween January 1994 and December 1997, Sears' total return to shareholders
pany. It also makes expectations was consistently higher than Wal- Mart's.
based management the best
3'0
measure of financial performance.
S
Expectations -based management
uses the difference between actual
and expected performance as a
measure that is closely linked to
the total return to shareholders.

THEEARNINGSPARADOX
Let me illustrate.
Begin by comparing the financial performance of Sears and
Wal -Mart between 1994 and 1997
(Figure 1). According to traditional
measures, Wal -Mart easily outpaced Sears. Wal- Mart's sales grew
at an annual rate of 12.7 %,while
Sears' shrunk by 8.9 %.Wal- Mart's
50
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Figure 3: Chevron Corp.
Market - Adjusted Total Shareholder Return (TSR) vs. Analyst Earnings Estimates, 1991 -1998
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time period, relative to the S &P index, you reach a completely different conclusion.
Sears' shareholders who invested $1 at the beginning of
1994 accumulated roughly $2.30 by the autumn of 1997,
while Wal -Mart shareholders had about $1.50 (Figure 2).
Although the difference narrowed by the end of the year,
Sears still finished ahead. The obvious question is why
was Sears' total return to the shareholders higher when its
financial performance was so much worse?
The answer is expectations -based performance. Sears
was expected to do poorly but exceeded expectations.
Typical quotes from The Wall Street Journal tell the story:
Excluding unusual items, yesterday's earnings report
signals that the four - year -old rebound at Sears stores is
continuing.... The better- than - expected results prompted
several analysts to raise their earnings forecasts.7/18/97
The increase [in profits] at Sears beat most Wall
Street estimates and caused some analysts to increase

their earnings forecast for 1992 1/24/97

Wal -Mart, on the other hand, was expected to have
(and actually did have) outstanding performance, but it
failed to meet the market's high expectations:
Wal -Mart Stores' earnings soared in its first fiscal
quarter while profits sank at K -Mart. Analysts had
expected Wal -Mart to perform better. 5/17/94

CHANGESINEXPECTATIONS
Next, let's look at earnings of Chevron Corp. (now
ChevronTexaco) from 1990 to 1998 (Figure 3).
If we zoom in on 1994 to 1995, we see that earnings
per share increased from roughly $2.50 to $3.00 per
share, yet the total return to shareholders fell the whole
year. Why? In 1993, analysts expected that earnings per
share in 1995 would be roughly $3.50 per share.
Throughout 1994 and 1995, these expectations were
revised downward. Furthermore, in 1995, earnings
expectations for 1996 continued to be revised downward.
Ma r c h 2 0 0 2 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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Figure 4: Analysts' Expectations of The Coca -Cola Company's Earnings Per Share, 1995 -1998
Analysts' expectations of Coca -Cola remained fairly constant during 1995 and 1996.
Falling expectations during 1997 and 1998, however, resulted in below- market stock performance.
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Moreover, total return to shareholders in the short
term is driven more by analysts' expectations of longer term earnings than by expectations of this year's earnings (Figure 4). For example, although Coca - Cola's
earnings from 1995 to 1997 grew at an average annual
rate of 18 %, analysts' consensus forecasts were uncanny.
Two years before the end of 1996 they forecasted earnings of $1.40 per share; it turned out to be $1.41. Two
years before 1997 they forecasted $1.65, and it actually
was $1.67. Note, however, that in the summer of 1997
the "Asian crisis" caused the large and rapid devaluation
of several important Asian currencies vis -A -vis the dollar. Although analyst expectations of Coke's 1997 earnings remained relatively constant at the time, their
expectations of earnings for 1998 plummeted. So, too,
did Coca - Cola's stock price.
To further prove that analysts' expectations drive total
shareholder return far more accurately than traditional
metrics, Monitor Corporate Finance ran statistical "horse
races." We identified the performance measure that best
explains total return to shareholders based on data from
S &P 500 companies from 1992 to 1998. As I noted above,
we found little or no correlation between short -term total
return to shareholders and short -term earnings per share,
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growth in earnings, economic value added, or the percent
change in economic value added (see Figure 5). In other
words, none of these other measures accurately reflects
the total return to shareholders. But as shown in Figure 6,
there was a highly significant correlation between our
expectations -based measure and total return to shareholders (an r- squared of 41.6 %, which is the amount in
percent that total return correlates with analysts' expectations of earnings).
In particular, changes in expectations about longterm earnings had the most significant impact on total
return to shareholders with an "impact" of 8.6, which
has a level of significance— measured by a t- statistic
in parentheses —of 12.9, which is "off the charts." A
t- statistic of 1.96 is required to be 95% sure that a
variable is significant. With a t- statistic of 12.9 we are
more than 99.999% sure that the variable is significant.
Changes in expectations this year about next year's
earnings had a smaller impact on total return to shareholders —only 0.7 —but was even more significant statistically. Finally, changes in expectations this year
about this year's earnings had practically zero impact
and weren't significant statistically. The implication is
clear. The market reacts today to changes in expecta-

Figure 5: "Traditional Performance Measures vs.
Tot a l S h ar e h ol d e r Re t u r n

tions about the long -term performance of
companies.

T r a di t i on al pe r f or ma nc e m et r i c s c o r r el at e poo r l y w i t h
t o t a l s h ar eh ol de r r e t u r n .

EXPECTATIONS-BASEDMANAGEMENT
AdjustedR- squared

For financial managers, these results have

several important implications. First, they
reinforce the intuition that communications with shareholders and analysts are
extremely important because they shape
expectations. Second, the long run is clearly much more important than the short
run. Third, attempts to establish objective
measures of company or business unit per-

Numberof

Observations

(percent that performance measure's results
correlate with total shareholder return)

2,522

4.5/0
°

(scaled by lagged share price)

2,182

0.3%

Percent change in EVA®

2,182

3.0%

PerformanceMeasure
BasicEarningsPer Share
(scaled by lagged share
a price)

EVA®

. For example, a

formance are useless
bu s l The dependent variable for all regressions is market - adjusted total shareholder return from 1992 to
1998 for S &P 500 sample firms.
ness unit that earns more than its cost of
capital (one that has a positive EVA®) will
" ' - :.&,
create value only if it earns more than expected. If your.
overly optimistic or pessimistic claims.
business unit is expected to earn 40 %, your cost of capital
Although the empirical evidence above uses only earn
is 10% , and the unit earns 300/o—up from 20% the year
ings expectations, a complete version of expectations before —the unit will underperform expectations and
based management has three parts to it. The difference
destroy value.
between actual and expected economic profit is equal to:
Expectations -based management is really a subjec1. [Actual ROIC (return on invested capital) – Expected
tive measure based on expectations. It is closely akin to
ROIC] x Invested Capital
the budgeting systems that have been used for genera2. – [Actual WACC (weighted average cost of capital) –
tions. A budget should be set in terms of expected
Expected WACC] x Invested Capital
EVA® so that it includes a capital charge and therefore
3. + [ROIC – WACC] x [Actual invested capital –
provides incentives to manage both the income stateExpected invested capital]
ment and the balance sheet. But the key is to avoid
The first term amounts to improving the return on
Figure 6: Correlation of Analysts' Earnings Expectations and Total Shareholder Return*
Mul t i pl e r egr es s i o ns o f ma r k et - ad jus t ed t o t al s har ehol d er r et ur n v s . c ha nges i n a nal y s t e ar ni n gs ( EPS) ex pe c t at i ons
i n di c a t e a s t r o ng c or r e l a t i o n be t w ee n e x p ec t a t i on s a nd r et ur ns .

Analyst Expectations

Percent changein analyst
forecasts of current year's
earnings

Regression Coefficients
(t-statisticsinparentheses)
Analyst expectations about current earnings haveno
significant impact on total shareholder return.

-0.01
(- 0.34)

Percent changein analyst
forecasts of next year's

0.70

earnings

(21.3)

Changein analyst forecasts
of long -term (3 -5 year)
growth in earrings per share

8.6
(12.9)

Analyst expectationsabout next year and long -term earn ings havea significant impact on total shareholder return.

Adjusted-R2
(percent that total return correlates with
analysts' expectations of earnings)

Total returncorrelates withanalyst expectations of earnings. If
41.6%

S &P 500 firms during 1992 -98. Sample has 2,390 observations.
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your existing capital base — working your assets harder
than expected. Interpret the second term as the value of
acquiring funds at a lower cost than expected. And the
third term says "accept all new investments that earn
more than the cost of capital:' All three are good ways to
create value, but they all require beating expectations.
To complete the performance measurement theme, see
if you can answer a question: Suppose that you have
already told the market that you anticipate investments in
two projects to earn 40% each. These expectations are
now impounded in your share price, and you suddenly
discover that the second project will earn only 20% if you
take it. Your cost of capital is 10%. What should you do?
If you take the 20% project you will fail to meet expectations, and your share price will decline. On the other
hand, if you don't take the project your share price will
decline even more (because shareholders can earn only
10% on projects of equivalent risk). Therefore, you
should invest in any new project that earns more than the
cost of capital. This is the implication of the third term in
the equation.

EXPECTATIONS-BASEDMANAGEMENTAPPLIED
The way performance standards are established and the
way firms communicate with their investors is influenced
by the fact that stock prices are driven by expectations,
and long -term expectations carry a heavier weight than
short-term changes in expectations.
Let's begin with internal performance standards. The
success of a business unit or an activity depends on
exceeding expectations (not on earning more than the
cost of capital). Expectations at the business unit level
should center on economic profit over the next three
years and be guided by valuation of the unit. For example, a turnaround situation might be "on course" if it
earns an ROIC of minus 10% the first year, plus 5% the
second, and 15% the third. If it can exceed these benchmarks, then expectations are exceeded and shareholder
value is created. Or when the book capital of a business
unit is expected to depreciate, with the result that ROIC
is expected to increase from 12% to 15% to 18% over the
next three years, then, even though the cost of capital
remains at 10%, the unit must exceed these expectations
to create value. Or if a Japanese unit is expected to earn
4% ROIC while a Brazilian unit is expected to earn 22 %,
the cost of capital doesn't matter; value will be created
only if actual performance exceeds expectations.
Below the business unit level or for functional activities, expectations should be formed about the value dri54
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vers that can be influenced at that level. Regardless of the
level of management, the guiding principle is that the
process of setting appropriate expectations requires a
two -way clear path of communication between the evaluator and the people being evaluated.
Management usually knows more about the future of
its business than anyone else. It must decide how to communicate with the market to set the market's expectations. I recommend unbiased communication with a
primary focus on next year and the long run. If management sends messages with consistent bias, the market
soon learns to adjust. If the bias is inconsistent, the market treats it as noise and lowers the price of the stock.
Understanding the Wall Street point of view is crucial.

SHORT-TERMMYOPIA
Recently a client of mine, the manager of the largest division of a company, was trying to reconcile the short-term
Wall Street point of view with the long -term need to create the most shareholder value.
We were in his office when he received a call from the
CEO, who said he wanted my client's division to generate
more fourth quarter earnings so that the company could
meet its overall earnings target for the year. When I asked
him whether he thought he could deliver, he said "yes,"
but he would have to cut advertising expenses substantially —a decision that would result in losing clients to
competition. The cost of winning those clients back next
year would make his job even more difficult. His performance was being measured by short-term earnings
growth over the last year. The decision was likely to
reduce the value of the company in the long run, and he
knew it. Had his performance been linked to the total
return to shareholders, perhaps a different decision
would have been made.
Overall, expectations -based management is a performance measurement tool that is; in fact, closely linked to
the total return to shareholders, while earnings per share,
EPS growth, EVA ®, and changes in EVA® are not. ■
Tom Copeland, Ph.D., is a corporate finance consultant,
professor, and author. He is managing director of Monitor
Group's corporate finance practice and a visiting professor
at Harvard Business School. His latest book is Real
Options: A Practitioner's Guide. Previously, Tom led the
corporate finance practice at McKinsey & Co. and was a
professor at UCLA, New York University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. You can reach him at (617)
252 -2269 or.tom_co_peland@monitor.com.

There is no greater peace of mind than the knowledge of your family's security
Hep secure their financial future
with IAL,4' Group Term Life Plan

The IMA Group Term Life
Insurance Plan provides up
to $1,000,000 in member
coverage at the lowest
rates offered since its
inception in 1974.

Catastrophe Major Medical

Small Business Plan

Disability Income

Long -Term Care

Member Assistance

Cancer Expense Insurance

High -Limit Accident

Catastrophic Disability

Medicare Supplement Insurance

Rx Card
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For information on the above IMA Group Insurance plans call 1- 800 - 424 -9883

Visit our web site at www.imanetinsurance.org

IMA

This program is administered by Seabury & Sm ith, an MMC Company. Some plans may not be availab le in all states. The Disability In come Protectio n, High -Limit Accident, and
Catastro phe Major Medical insurance plans are underwritten by The United States Life In su ran ce Co mpany in the City of New York, 3600 Rou te 66, PO Box 1580, Neptun e, NJ
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powerOnerm Keypad and Worksheet

Punching,
Crunching, and
Publishing
Numbers
The basic calculator that
comes with the Palm OS is
very handy. It has nine
functions including math,
trig, finance, logic, statistics, and four kinds of
conversion calculators.
Sounds like a lot until you
look at Infinity Softworks'
power0neT1 Finance v3.0.
Designed for the Palm
OS -based handhelds
(including Palm, Handspring, Sony, and
Kyocera), the powerOne
Finance calculator offers
comparable functionality
to Hewlett - Packard's line
of financial calculators,
including the HP 19B. It is
available in a download able version or as a
Springboard module for

The Handspring Module
58

Handspring, and it features touch - screen user
interface, RPN and standard input, and color support. Financial analysis
includes advanced annuity, loan, and amortization
in the Time Value of
Money worksheet, cash
flows for Net Present Value, Internal Rate of
Return, Payback Modified
Internal Rate of Return,
price or yield of bonds,
Depreciation (Straight line, Declining Balance,
and Sum of Years), unit
and currency conversions,
percent change, markups
and markdowns, profit
margin, a Black- Scholes
option pricing worksheet,
and so on. There are 20
built -in worksheets and
more than 100 free additional ones at Infinity's
website.
www.infinitysw.com.
There are times when
WYSIWYG seems to be a
sadistic joke. When the
text on the screen fragments and jumps to new
positions on the printed
page, it's usually time to
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punt. With mathematical
notation, the joke can
become a nightmare. If
you need both text and
equations in your next
report, presentation, or
book, you need a mathematics word processor.
Scientific Workplace by
MacKichan Software, Inc.
is just that, but it also has
two computer algebra systems (MuPAD® 2.0 and
Maple VO 5.1) that will
evaluate, solve, simplify,
expand, or apply a universe of math functions
from fraction reduction to
plotting approximate integrals. The program will
also plot 2D and 3D
graphs with the tap of a
button. That's the most
compelling feature of the
program —you input text
and math on the same
line, using the keys on the
keyboard and the buttons
on the screen for the math
formatting and symbols.
It's all right on the screen,
and elements fit in where
they are told to go —they
don't jump to the next

page in a new, very large
typeface. Your final documents can be set with or
without typesetting, you
can save and send them as
text or picture files, and
you can even post them
on the Web. There is a free
browser, called Scientific
Viewer ®, for publishing
math online. Versions of
TeX and LaTeX are included for international typesetting, and there is an
Exam Builder for generating, grading, and recording quizzes on a Web
server for those in academic settings. More
information is available at
MacKichan's website.
www.mackichan.com.

H is always inarming in P, while L is detraasing in P if relative risk
aversion (as measured by - c , u ./u,) is less than 1, The intersection of
the two satisfies the market-olearing condition H - L. Notice that
because the interest rate is fixed by the rate of return to fiat mono, it is
the relative price of goods that adjusts to clear the market for loam.
(This occurs be am loam are uniquely used to purchase the goods of
another island.)
Application of the implioit -value theorem to (25) also reveals that
_
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In the particular case of constant relative risk aversion( -c, u„ /u, = a )
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NUMBERS_GAME
Detecting
Creative Accounting
Practices
CMAALESW,MULFORD
EUGENEE,COMISKEY

Two Books on
Numbers
Wiley's release of the book
The Financial Numbers
Game: Detecting Creative
Accounting Practices by
Charles W. Mulford and
Eugene E. Comiskey was
set for the middle of February 2002. As chance
would have it, the release
coincided with what might
turn out to be one of the
nation's largest financial
scandals, and there is an
introductory note at the
beginning of the book
referring the reader to
Chapters 8 ( "Misreported
Assets and Liabilities ")
and 11 ( "Problems with
Cash -flow Reporting") for
some insights into Enron's
problems. This is more
appropriate than opportunistic because the
authors use examples
throughout to illustrate
concepts. In fact, so many
companies are referenced,
there is a separate index of
companies. The kinds of
"creative accounting practices" covered in the book

include aggressive
accounting, earnings management, income smoothing, and fraudulent
financial reporting. The
authors' purpose is "to
equip the financial statement reader to better
detect the use of creative
accounting practices and
avoid equity- investment
and credit - granting mistakes." A book for its
times. The John Wiley&
Sons, Inc. site is at
www.wileycom.

TheInternetRevolution
lot.gone? I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■ THERE SEEMS TO BE SOME CONFUSION. The
Internet bubble that recently burst in a dramatic illusion
vs. reality reduction was the one gassed up on Wall
Street, a place that recently has sprung some serious
leaks of its own concerning the reliability of its information. The Internet revolution, on the other hand, continues to motor along at an accelerating pace, looking
more inevitable every day.
The Brookings Institution has published a small book
of numbers and explanations that tells why the network
continues to shape our economy and quality of life. The
book is Beyond the Dot.coms —The Economic Promise
of the Internet, and it was written by the director of Eco-

The Ernst err Young Tax
Guide 2002 from John
Wiley & Sons covers all of
the sweeping changes of
the Economic Growth and

nomic Studies, Robert E. Litan, and Alice M. Rivlin,
senior fellow in the Economics Studies program. The
authors describe the Internet revolution as "likely to b&
positive, significant, and sustained."
I
Some Kind of Gauge
Taking nothing for granted, the book begins with the
question, "Is the Internet a big deal ?" In the answer,
the authors present a central thesis that appears

I

throughout the study. Stated simply, it is the gains in
productivity created by the Internet that will improve the
economy and also our standard of living. And the Internet can improve productivity in a number of ways: by
providing better tools to workers, by improving workers'
skills, and with organizational or management break-.dA
throughs. Examples come to mind from across a wi'
spectrum —time and expenses reported online, open

Tax Relief Reconciliation
Act of 2001. It has more
than 450 of its usual features, (Tax Savers, Tax
Planners, Tax Alerts, and
Tax Organizers), a special
chapter on mutual funds,
50 of the most commonly
overlooked deductions,
tax forms and schedules
you can use, step -by -step
instructions, and where to
look for online help.
www.wiley.com

auctions for raw materials, tracking and scheduling for
truck deliveries, papers presented online for physicians
around the world, stock trading, and other financial
transactions. One of the Internet's most powerful offerings, e -mail (and by extension, instant messaging), has i
made a drastic change in the way we communicate.

I

But how do you measure the changes in productivity? The answers in Beyond the Dot.coms are the result
of the combined research of a group of experts put
together by the Institute in its Brookings Task Force on
the Internet. Sectors of the economy that were repr%A
sented include education, financial services, govern continued on next P'
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continued on from p. 59

these areas will include: "increas ed

ment, healthcare, manufacturing,

convenience; a wider range of choic-

retailing, and trucking. The conclu-

es ; reduction of errors that may s ave

sion of the group is pres ented early

pain and even lives; and inc reased

in the book. " The analyses indic ate

ability to work from home, to expres s

that the impac t of the Internet on

politic al opinions , and to interac t with

productivity in most s ec tors is just

like- minded individuals in distant

beginning but that it is likely to be

places."
In the area of " reduc ing errors ,"

significant. W e believe that the Internet is likely to add roughly 0.25 -0.50

the author s point out that f inanc ial,

perc ent a year to U.S. productivity

engineering, and law- enforcement

growth (above what it otherwise

mis tak es , as well as th os e made by

would be) over the next f ive years ."

phys ic ians, pharmacies , and other

And they added one s urpris e as a

medic al s taf f , c an generate a lot of

kind of footnote to the prediction:

grief . Standardizing medic al rec ords

"Virtually all of the impact will be on

f ormats and making t hem available

old economy sec tors, including manu-

to treating phys ic ians and hos pital
pharmac ies through s ecure net-

facturing, financial services, transportation, and retailing."

works would help prevent mis diag-

direc tly that creates the s avings but

nos es and medic ation ac c idents .

sound like much, it is s ignif ic ant

improved produc tivity in trans ac tion-

The Internet c an have a role here

when you plug it into the authors '

al operations and exc hanges of

with a value that trans c ends what is

formula about produc tivity and earn-

inf ormation.

measured by G DP

Although a half perc ent doesn't

ings. They say a 3% productivity

3. There is real promis e f or new

Remember when early experts

management eff ic ienc ies along with

looked for produc tivity gains made,

capita incomes that will tend to dou-

what the T ask Force calls "other

firs t, by c omputers and then the

ble every 24 years. G iven half the

aspec ts of bus ines s performance."

Internet? W ell, the Brookings Task

growth per year produc es real per

produc tivity growth, " the s tandard of

4. The Internet will inc rease (and

Force on the Internet says the figures

living will take twic e as long to

has already increased) competition,

are beginning to bubble up in s o

double."

whic h narrows prof it margins and

many places it looks as if the Inter-

demands new ef ficienc ies.

net as a soc ial and economic f orc e

In real dollars, the Internet - related
cos t savings predicted by the authors

5. Savings in one industry may

is s uf ficient to lift the entire

will be noticeable. In financial s er-

res ult in savings in other sec tors. For

machine — slowly, but with a certainty

vic es , f or instance, the annual cost

example, cheaper, more powerful

that isn't likely to c ollapse. The

savings in f ive years will be $19 bil-

chips f rom one manuf acturer c an

authors als o point out that we are

lion (in 2000 dollars ); manuf ac turing

show up as s avings in other compa-

jus t on the brink of a broadband/

will see $50 -$100 billion. T he total

nies us ing those c hips in their

wireless revolution, and those chan-

savings acros s the s ec tors s tudied

routers or computers.

nels may open the valves with a

will represent 1.25% to 2.5% of c urrent GDP

The prime benef ac tor of these savings will be the consumer. In the

rush.
W hatever your view or recent stock

words of Litan and Rivlin, "If use of

los ses, Beyond the Dot.coms: The

thes e ec onomies ? T he Brookings

the Internet makes productivity grow

Economic Promise of the Internet

Tas k Force presents a list of five

fas ter, we will all be able to live bet-

should be required reading for anyone

conc lus ions about the Internet's

ter without working any harder." But

likely to be caught in the next updraf t.

influence.

that isn't the end of their study. T he

And that would be, I guess, just about

authors also examine the non -

all of us. (It's available, of course, at

It is not dependent on the vaporous

quantifiable areas of our lives and

Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble

hopes of venture capital or market

the ec onomy where the Internet will

online.) Or you can dial up the Brook-

hype.

likely have an impac t. Benef its in

ings Institution at www.brook.edu . ■

And how will the Internet c reate

1. T he Internet's potential is real.
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2. It may not be e- commerce
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The Chief Financial
Officer in 2010 I By Robert F. Randall
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The International Federa-

Wh at will t h e C FO 's r o le be lik e in 2 01 0? T e n lea d ing

tion of Accountants is

ch ie f fin a n c ial o ffice r s w er e a s k ed t ha t q u e s t io n in a s t u d y
c o m mis s io n e d b y t h e F ina nc i a l a nd M a na g e me nt Ac c o u n t in g C o mmit t e e (F MAC) of t he Int er na t iona l F eder a t ion

inviting comments on a
proposed guideline on
outsourcing information
technology. The proposed

of Accountants (IFAC). All emphasized

in. Hedging, both in commodities and

guideline can be obtained

growth in the interpretation and delivery

financial markets, for example, must be

through the Exposure

of complex information and the increased

seen as a form of risk management, not

Draft section of IFAC's

role of the CFO as a strategist.

something to be used speculatively to

website (www.ifac.org).

John Schmoll, CFO of Coles Myer,

make money, unless of course market

Australia's largest retail group, empha-

speculation is your business. For most

other guidelines that may

sized a change in investor relations. He

companies, hedging is a means to elimi-

be downloaded at no

said it wasn't the CFO's job to manage the

nate risk, not to create risk."

charge through the IFAC

share�price�—�"That's�for�the�market.'�He

IFAC has published five

Microsoft CFO John Connors thinks

online bookstore at

adds, "You cannot be biased in only

that increasingly CFOs will come out of

www.ifac.org. The five

allowing the market the good news and

line organizations rather than the finance

final guidelines are:

not the bad news. Bad news has to be

route. He notes that although he started in

• Managing Security of

passed on. It may be difficult, but it has to

finance, he also had experience in product

Information,

be done."

lines and the sales department. "People

•�Managing�IT�Planning

have to understand the business and have

for Business Impact,

sound the alarm when things start going

a strong financial background. But CFOs

* Acquisition of Informa-

south, according to Angela Holtham, for-

who did not serve in the finance function

tion Technology,

mer senior vice president and CFO of

will become more common."

• Implementation of

A major responsibility of the CFO is to

Nabisco in Canada. "CFOs need to catch

The Role of the Chief Financial Officer in

Information Technology

the variances early and spot when things

2010 can be downloaded from the IFAC

Solutions, and

are going in the wrong direction. They

website at www.ifac.org.

• IT Service Delivery and

need to be able to explain and /or correct

Support.

the wake of Enron's collapse, her remarks

IASC Names Standing
Interpretations Committee

sional accountancy bod-

about risk management are particularly

As the International Accounting Standards

ies in 114 countries, is

relevant. "As companies get bigger and

Committee continued to gear up for its

the worldwide organiza-

more global, the CFO is going to have to

task of harmonizing financial reporting

tion for the accounting

remember what business the company is

standards, the IASC Foundation appoint-

profession. ■

things before they get out of control." In

IFAC, with 156 profes-
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and an academic. Paul A. Volcker,
who is chairman of the IASC Foundation trustees, said, "Uniform
implementation and enforcement of
accounting standards is an essential
element of our organization's goal of
achieving globally accepted and
enforceable accounting standards.
Having the commitment of these 12
individuals, who are expected to
meet six times each year, will help

ed 12 members to a reconstituted
Standing Interpretations Committee
(SIC). Its task is to interpret the
application of International Financial Reporting Standards to ensure
consistent accounting practices
worldwide.
Drawn from five continents and
eight countries, the Committee
includes accounting officers,
accounting firm partners, analysts,
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Studying For It.
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for a one-on -one, interactive power study
session with the test review that guarantees you'll pass."
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study method.
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ensure that practice will develop consistently worldwide.'
The members of the new committee and their professional affiliations and nationalities are: Junichi
Akiyama, professor, Tama University, Japan; Phil Ameen, vice president
and comptroller, General Electric
Co., U.S.; Christian Chiarasini, partner, Andersen, France; Claudio de
Conto, general manager, administration and control, Pirelli, S.p.A., Italy;
Clement K.M. Kwok, finance director, MTR Corporation Ltd., Hong
Kong, China; Wayne Lonergan,
managing director, Lonergan
Edwards & Associates, Australia;
Domingo Mario Marchese, partner,
Marchese, Grandi, Meson & Associates, Argentina; John T. Smith, partner, Deloitte & Touche, U.S.; Mary
Tokar, partner, IAS Advisory Services, KPMG International, U.S.;
Leo van der Tas, partner, Ernst &
Young, The Netherlands; Patricia
Walters, senior vice president, Association for Investment Management
and Research, U.S.; and Ian Wright,
partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
United Kingdom.
Named the nonvoting chairman
was Kevin Stevenson, director of
technical activities-designate, International Accounting Standards
Board.
Foundation trustees are proposing
to expand the mandate of the SIC to
include timely guidance on reporting issues not specifically addressed
in International Financial Reporting
Standards, to change the Committee's name to the International
Financial Reporting Interpretations
Committee, and to create the position of a nonvoting chair.
For further information about the
International Accounting Standards
Board and its activities, go to
www.iasb.org.uk. ■
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Will Enron's Exploits
Bring Reform or Rhetoric?
> WHAT'S ALL THE FUSS
about the failure of En-

compr ehens ively

weighted with employer

S. Fastow, created off -

aga in s t a me na ce t ha t

stock?

balance -sheet limited

ron Corp.? Few of the

long threatened Ameri-

reasons for its collapse
are unique. Most had al-

cans, perhaps the Enron
saga will force reform.

ed n atu ral gas and el ec-

telecom fiber to water

ready occurred at other

Or will it? No sweeping

tricity, Enron began shift-

companies from Enron's

companies, which often

cha nge comes wi thout

ing its focus to trading

debt -h eavy b ala nce

were investigated,
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Lost Assets = Lost Profits
Did you know companies can spend thousandsofdolars
each year in manhours alone searching for lost assets?
Don't waste any more of your company's profits ... call
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Call 800- 437 -5283 today to receive your FREE catalog and
samples or visit www.idplate.com.
www.idplate.com
metalcraft @idplate.com
800 - 437 -5283

I
149 Fourth Street SW . PO Box

1468

Mason City, IA 50402

Outside USA 641 - 423 -9460
641 - 423-8898 Fax
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ing ff his or her retireme nt a ccou nt con ta in ed
varying stakes in his or
her company's shares. It
found that an employee's 401(k) would be 21%
more risky on average if
it contained one -third of
comp any stock versu s a
portfolio that reflected
the overall market.
What remains to be
learned of the sorry story
of Enron Corp. is whether
it brings bona fide improvements to financial
regulation and transparency or more bluster from
officials�in�Washington.�■
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Please circle your answers

W ant to Create Value? (p. 48)

1. The message in this article is that the most appropriate performance measurement tool for a public company is
A. Earnings per share and EPS growth.
B. Economic Value Added and changes in EVA.
C. Expectations -based management.
D. Activity-based management.
2. Illustration of "The Earnings - Expectations Paradox" compared financial performance of Sears and Wal -Mart
between 1994 and 1997. The analysis of total return to
shareholders showed:
A. Wal -Mart had the greater return due to greater sales
growth.
B. Sears had the greater return due to capital base growth.
C. Wal -Mart had the greater return due to net income
growth.
D. Sears had the greater return due to exceeding market
expectations.
3. Total return to shareholders is driven by
A. Management's expectations of longer -term earnings.
B. Analysts' expectations of this year's earnings.
C. Analysts' expectations of longer -term earnings.
D. Management's expectations of this year's earnings.
4. Analysis of data from S &P 500 companies from 1992 to
1998 showed the greatest correlation between total return
to shareholders and
A. Earnings per share.
B. Growth in earnings.
C. Economic Value Added.
D. Analysts' expectations of earnings.
S. Implications of expectations -based management for
corporate management include:
A. Focusing on short -term earnings management.
B. Communicating management's expectations to shareholders and market analysts in order to influence
market expectations.
C. Disregarding cost of capital as an investment decision
criterion.
D. Renewing efforts to establish objective measures of
corporate/business unit performance.

Showing Employees the Value
of T heir Stoc k O ptions (p. 44)

S. Most employees look at stock options in terms of long -term
value as opposed to what they are worth today.
True or False
7. Which of the following encourages employees to use the
Black - Scholes model rather than a naYve approach:
A. Conducting model demonstrations.
B. Providing customizable, Web -based spreadsheets.
C. Providing hard -to- calculate variables for the model.
D. All of the above.
S. Failing to provide employees with the ability to value their
options may make it more likely that the options will
remain underwater. True or False
9. In the "old days," it was much harder for employees to calculate their salaries and incentive packages than it is today.
True or False
10. Fair market value at date of grant is an important factor in
the Black - Scholes model. True or False
Cas h Balanc e Plans (p. 29)

11. A cash balance plan is a plan that expresses benefits as a
monthly benefit rather than a lump sum. True or False
12. If plan investments outperform the credited rates, the participant accounts are only credited with the guaranteed
amount and not more. True or False
13. The ability to receive a lump sum at termination is more
appealing to long -term employees than to younger, more
mobile employees. True or False
14. Some participants and legislators contend that cash balance
plans discriminate against younger employees. True or False
15. Because cash balance plans are defined benefit plans, they
provide employers with:
A. Funding flexibility.
B. The ability to award past service credits to employees.
C. The ability to create early- retirement window benefits.
D. All of the above.

I have read the articles in Strategic Financeupon which the questions are based and have personally prepared the answers without the
assistance of any other person.
Signature
Date
Print name
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T O W N AND C O U N T R Y H O T E L
AND C O N V E N T I O N C E N T E R

tanDiego,California

LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Director of Finance
A Director of Finance is needed to oversee the financial operations
of an established bank. Position will oversee such aspects as annual
budgeting process, unit cost measurement, revenue allocation,
financial metrics, expense management, financial presentations and
more. Candidate should have excellent managerial skills both in
process and staff related matters. Must have management reporting and budgeting or forecasting experience, strong analytical skills
and the ability to direct financial systems- related matters.
Bachelor's degree and 8+ years of direct financial or analytical
experience required; CFM a plus. Salary to $75K

Financial Controller
Investment management company seeks a Financial Controller.
Position will work closely with divisional controllers and senior
management on an ongoing basis. Responsibilities include development of reporting package, budget reviews, balance sheet
analysis, inventory and operational reviews. Candidate must be a
CPA with solid diversified manufacturing controllership experience, and must be willing to travel. Bonus and profit sharing
offered, salary to $75K.

W Analyst
Prestigious home furnishing business has an opening for a
Financial Analyst with retail, catalog and Internet experience.
Responsibilities include analyzing data, developing forecast models, gathering market and customer data, conducting statistical
analysis and making recommendations to management based
upon findings. Candidate must have retail industry experience,
degree in accounting or finance, and catalog or Internet direct
marketing experience. Salary to $60K.

Manager of Financial Ana"
Rapi dly growing and profi tabl e busi ne ss is offe ri ng an opportuni ty for a M anager of Fi nanci al Planni ng and Analysi s. Ke y
responsibi li ti es incl ude spe arheadi ng the budge ti ng process, maximi z i ng cash fl ow by managi ng D SO, bal ance she e t manage me nt

and analysis, and participation in various aspects of the month end close. Accounting or finance degree required; Big 5 public
accounting experience is a plus. Salary to $60K, plus bonus.

Controller
Large manufacturer seeks a Controller to oversee the integrity of
information supplied through the various accounting systems.
Position will coordinate monthly general ledger close between
the staff accountants and the director as well as reviewing and
posting journal entries for the completion of COGS, and shrinking and doing inventory of financial data during the closing
process. Qualified candidate will have a degree in accounting or
finance and 7+ years of accounting/finance experience, including
supervisory experience. PC skills should include Timberline and

Microsoft Office products knowledge. Must be able to perform
in a fast -paced environment. Salary to $100K.

Financial Analyst
Solid industry leader has a tremendous long -term opportunity as
Financial Analyst. Career track position offers a wide variety of
financial duties including financial analysis in a variety of areas,
budgeting, process improvement and a number of special projects. Ideal candidate will have at least 3 years of audit experience
with manufacturing clients within a Big Five firm;
CMA/CFM /CPA a big plus. Salary to $651.

Plant Accountagi
Rapidly growing internationally known manufacturer is seeking
several Plant Accountants to step into a crucial role within their
organization. Responsibilities in this high- growth potential position will include a wide range of accounting and financial duties
within a plant setting. Career-minded professional candidates
intent on success must have 2+ years of accounting experience
within the manufacturing industry, and be willing to relocate.
CMA or CFM a huge plus. Salary to $55K

Manufacturer of heavy equipment seeks a seasoned Controller to
manage its accounting operations. Position will be responsible for
monthly P &L's, cash management and financial analysis. Must
possess excellent computer skills (preferably with the MAS90 system) and have a minimum of 3 years' experience as a corporate
accounting manager or controller in a manufacturing environment. Salary $60 -$65K

Controllei
Professional, high-energy office seeks an experienced Controller
to join their growing team. Position will be responsible for
financial statements, general ledger accounting, journal entries,
account analysis, job cost and supervision of accounting staff of
four. BS /BA degree, real estate or construction background and
ability to communicate with all levels of the organization
required. Ideal candidate will have strong accounting and job
costing skills, as well as excellent computer skills. Salary to $55K

ly.%
Large investment firm is in need of a Senior Financial Analyst to
join their growing team. Position involves working closely with
business units and other personnel to develop internal managerial reporting, provide ad-hoc analysis, and assist in the identification and completion of a variety of financially oriented, business- building projects. The candidate will be able to play a key
role in determining and developing new processes and have the
opportunity to obtain a broader business understanding while
adding value through insightful, pro - active analysis and reporting. BBA in Accounting or Finance required along with 1 -4
years of related business experience. Strong ability to interpret
data and utilize information to develop solutions and best practices. Salary to $55K

Financial Analyst

Controller

International manufacturer seeks a Financial Analyst. Position
will be responsible for financial and operational analysis and
reporting, product pricing, costing and profitability analysis.
Additional responsibilities will include financial analysis projects
such as ad -hoc reporting, special project support, cash flow /PV
analysis of capital expenditures, managing the physical inventory
counting and reconciliation process, financial planning/forecasting, budgeting and year -end audit and reporting. Four -year
degree in accounting, a minimum of 3 years' public accounting
experience combined with 1+ year's operational experience in a
manufacturing environment required. Demonstrated spreadsheet
proficiency, strong detail orientation, analytical skills and the
ability to multi -task essential. Excellent benefit package and
career track. Salary to $60K.

Account g j
Small manufacturing company is in need of an Accountant.
Responsibilities include assistance in the preparation and analysis
of the monthly financial statements and annual budgets, reconciling and reviewing numerous general ledger accounts monthly
as assigned by the Controller, preparing related general ledger
journal entries, developing cost accounting system, preparing
journal entries for sales, cost of sales, no- charge shipments and
scrap, coordinating processing of physical inventory for division,
publishing procedures, maintaining the subsidiary fixed asset
records and reconciling them to the general ledger, assisting with
the preparation for the annual audit by providing audit and tax
workpapers, preparing the annual personal property tax returns,
quarterly state sales tax returns and other necessary state and federal filing requirements, and other special projects as needed.
CPA preferred. Salary to $45K.

_k4wr-TAV04-CO-4,&A
Growing finance department is in search of a Senior Tax
Accountant to join their team. Responsibilities include tax planning, compiling consolidated and multi -state income tax returns,
preparing quarterly estimated tax projections and all other tax related matters. BA in accounting with 3+ years' previous experience in taxation, including experience in compiling consolidated
and multi -state income tax returns, required; MBA or CPA preferred. Must be an expert in computer spreadsheets and proficient
in accounting and tax software. Should also be flexible, organized,
and team - minded with good interpersonal skills and the ability to
adapt to a changing and challenging environment. Salary to $65K

Director of Finance
Established company seeks an experienced Director of Finance to
add to their team. Position will manage portfolio of institutional
properties. Ideal candidate will have 7+ years' experience with valuation, due diligence, financial and lease analysis, property operations
and budgets and will be an analytical self - starter with excellent communication skills. ARGUS experience is a must. Salary to $100K

Commercial construction company experiencing explosive growth
seeks a Controller. Position will have a largely operational focus
and play a key role in the development of internal controls and
management of needed changes. Duties include management of a
staff of five and responsibility for general ledger, budgeting, forecasting, financial statements and preparation of tax returns.
Requires a 4 -year degree in Accounting, CPA certification, and 3+
years' experience in public dealing with general contracting
clients. Pure industry experience will also be considered. Must be
entrepreneurial and very forward thinking. Experience with
Timberline a plus. Great location and benefits. Salary to $60K.

Established manufacturing company is seeking an Accounting
Supervisor to lead their team. Responsibilities include monthly
book closing and some cost accounting as well as ad hoc financial reporting. Ideal candidate will be degreed in accounting or
finance and have several years' work experience in a corporate
accounting environment. Supervisory experience and strong systems ability required; JD Edwards is a must. Salary to $70K

Senior Accountarut
Growing company seeks a Senior Accountant with a solid manufacturing background to join their team. Position reports to the
accounting manager and will be responsible for consolidating financial statements, inventory and SEC reporting, while interacting with
sales, financial analysts and two remote plant locations. Individual
must be a team player and be interested in learning and growing
within the organization. Strong communication skills are essential as
there will be monthly communication with outside manufacturing
Plants. Knowledge of standard cost essential and CPA or BA in
accounting is required. SEC reporting experience and good computer skills, including Excel and Access, are pluses. Salary to $60K

Controller
Prestigious financial institution seeks a top -notch hands -on
Controller to oversee financial reports, general ledger operations,
subsidiary accounting, payables and purchasing, as well as a total
of 6 direct reports. Responsibilities include supervising and
developing the accounting staff (including the Manager of
Accounting Operations) and ensuring that accounting operations
meet performance standards set by the Board, management,
FASB and relevant regulatory agencies. Position serves as primary
field contact for independent auditors and regulators concerned
with the financial operations and reports directly to the CFO.
Candidate will assess the impact of new and /or potential regulatory and accounting pronouncements in light of the organization's financial operations. Requirements include a degree in
accounting or finance, experience in a financial institution and
system savvy. Must be proficient in Word, Excel and be a self starter and possess as excellent communication skills as well as
the ability to manage change. CPA a plus. Salary to $85K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2002 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Halfat 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at www.roberthalfcom.
A Robert Half International Company
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CM A /CFM REVIEW

MICROMASH CMA /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM/FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to
PASS the CMA/CFM exams. Over
5,000 questions. Software emulates
Prometric computerized format. Per
part: books $24.95, software $44.95,
cassettes $64.95. Earn CPE while you
study. (800) 87- GLEIM.
www.gleim.com

Powerful computer -based CMA/
CFM Review builds study sessions
based on user's individual strengths
and weaknesses. Available by Part.
Software works efficiently in tandem
with included textbooks. Comes
with Pass Guarantee.
(800) 272 -PASS
www.micromash.net

CM A /CFM REVIEW

HELP WANTED

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD
REVIEW SYSTEM.
Pass Now ...in a FLASH!Over 1,000
flashcards. FREE information kit.
Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX (609) 7240679. Visit hiW: / /www.tutorialgrou.Q
com. Mention this ad for
$20 OFF complete set order.
CFM /CPA Flashcards also available.
The Tutorial Group, Inc., 120
Paddock Drive, Columbus,
NJ 08022.

FINANCIALjobs.com — ON THE
INTERNET. NOTABLE JOB
OPPORTUNITIES! http: / /www.
FINANCIALjobs.com. Michael
Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.
IM A ANNUAL CONFERENCE

It's time to make plans to attend the
2002 Annual Conference, June 22 -26,
2002, in San Diego. Go to www ima
net.or sandiego2002, take a look at
the program, and sign up early.
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 100 words,
please call for correct rate. Abbreviations,
ZIP codes, and phone numbers count as
one word each. All classified advertising
must be prepaid by check or credit card.
Noncommissionable.
Closing Date:Deadline for copy is 40
days preceding month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted
in typewritten, double- spaced form. No
telephone orders accepted. Copy may be
e- mailed to Alice Schulman at
aschulman@imanet.org.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right
to accept or reject advertisements for
Strategic Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must
accompany each order. Mail to Strategic
Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman,
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.

Tel. (800) 638 -4427,
Display Rates: Please call for more
information.

NEED A B U SINESS PROFESSIONAL?
Do you have jobs available? Advertise them on the IMA Job Bank.
Your open positions will be viewed by IMNs highly qualified membership at no cost to your organization.
Simply proceed to the IMA website —www imanet.org —and click on Career Center and Job Bank.
There's a short profile to fill out, and then you're set to post.
Thank you for giving our members new career opportunities. If you need assistance, you can e-mail
lindat@imanet.org.
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Yankee Wisdom at Tax Time
THE

HARDSHIP

OF

ACCOUNTING

N ver ask of money spent
Where the spender thinks it wei

;t

Nobody was ever meant
To remember or invent
What he did with every cent.

0
0
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a
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0
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"The Hardship of Accounting" from T HE POET RY OF ROBERT FROST edited by Edward Connery Lathem.
Copyright 1 936 by Robert Frost, © 1964 by Lesley Frost Ballantine, c 1969 by Henry Holt and Co.
Reprinted by permission of Henry Holt a nd Company, LLC.
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Nowyou can have more time forplanning — that is, planning
winning tax saving ideasand strategies that affect your
company'sbottom line.
InSource CS— Income Tax Planning givesyou the freedom
to spend more of your time and expertise where it'sneeded
most —byprovidingyou withthe information youneed to quickly
and effortlessly create flexible, efficient multi -year federal and
state tax planning models.
InSource CS— Income Tax Planning providescomprehensive
federal and state tax liability calculations for any type of
"what -if" scenario. Easy to construct alternate organizational
structuresallowyourcompanytomodel budgets, reviseforecasts,
computeestimateandextension payments, analyzeM&A
activitiesandproposedaudit adjustments. Nowyouhavetaxable
income and tax liability numbers at your fingertips!

InSource CS— Income Tax Planning performsregular and
AMT tax calculations taking into consideration Section 382
and SRLY limitationson available lossand credit carryovers.
Computationsincorporatestate- specific, combined and
consolidated rulesto facilitate planning scenarios on a separate
company, combined or consolidated basis. With the ability to
control variouscalculation componentsand logic, such asitems
used for apportionment, you can easily assess
the implicationsof proposed state lawchanges.
Call1.800.865.5257today or visit
www.RiAhome.comto see how
InSource CS— Income Tax Planning
can help you bridgethe gap betweentax
complianceandplanning.

RIA
A THOMSON COMPANY

© 2MI HIA W-I M2/12 -01 All names and trademarks or registered trademarks are the property at their respective owners.
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